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Abstract

The mass market economy is characterized by the combination of technological innovation

and absorption and generates ine¢ cient and unequal growth. Innovation-for-pro�ts orig-

inates monopolistic competition in some sectors, while absorption occurs in competitive

sectors for which innovation is inviable. Innovative sectors produce pro�ts that concentrate

on a small number of owners. Yet the economy-wide wage level is de�ned by a lower, average

technological level. It follows that there are policies that can promote equality, e¢ ciency and

growth. An empirical study for US states from 1997 to 2011 con�rms that the proportional

size the large scale sector drives aggregate employment, payroll and wages, top 1 and top

10% income participation, and poverty.

1. Introduction

How can wages remain low while technological levels rise? Wages are predicted to be pro-

portional to the technological level, both in general equilibrium models, and in models of

endogenous technological change. How can income concentration reach such high levels in

the context of market competition? That 85 people can own approximately as much wealth

as 2.37 billion people, the poorer half of the world population, re�ects on the dynamics of

the market economy more than on speci�c persons.1 Consider that the institutions that sup-

port markets allow for the coexistence of competition both with and without market power.

Moreover, two core productive processes generate market power, innovation and large scale

production. Yet at the same time millions of small �rms produce in a context approximating

perfect competition. To understand the industrial or mass market economy, it is necessary

1This is a back-of-the-envelope calculation by Oxfam (2014), based on Credit Suisse (2014) and Forbes.
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to consider how production both with and without market power combine. The purpose of

this paper is to explain how the interaction of mass production with technological innovation

under monopolistic competition, and small scale production with technological absorption

under perfect competition, explain the prevalence of both high income concentration and

relatively low wages.

We model a mass market economy consisting of two sectors, one innovative, with monop-

olistic competition, and the other absorptive2, with perfect competition. Our model con-

structs a new macroeconomic perspective on economic growth and distribution that results

from combining the dynamics of market power and competition. We conduct a cointegra-

tion analysis of US states from 1997 to 2011. The econometric analysis tests the relevance

of this perspective, and shows that key indicators of large scale production, the proportion

of employment and payroll in �rms with 500 or more employees, drive aggregate payroll,

employment, wages, productivity, top one and top ten percent income shares, and poverty

rates, as predicted by the model. To the best of our knowledge there is no previous study

of the impact of the large scale sector on the economic growth of the aggregate economy,

except of course in so far as R&D takes place in this sector.

The idea prevails that competitive general equilibrium is an approximate representation of

the market economy. Yet at the same time, the theory of endogenous technological change is

based on the idea that market power provides the incentives for innovation, and two decades

of research have con�rmed that economic growth is driven by technological change. These

two points of view therefore need to be combined. Moreover, the role of the large scale

sector is not small in the US. In 2012, 51.6% of the workforce was employed in the 0.3% of

�rms with 500 or more employees. Meanwhile 89.6% of the 5,726,160 �rms had less than 20

employees and employed 17.6% of the workforce.3

It is clear that technological change consists of both innovation and adoption. The mass

market economy model applies to any market economy that has an innovating, large scale

production sector with market power, and a technologically absorbing, small scale, compet-

itive sector. Thus it applies to industrial market economies in general, both developed and

underdeveloped, since the Industrial Revolution developed large scale production.

While large scale production and innovation generate productivity and growth, through

their market power they also generate income concentration and ine¢ ciency.4 The detrimen-

tal impacts of market power on e¢ ciency and distribution are clear at the static level. What

is crucial is to investigate the dynamic context, were market power also presents detrimental

impacts on innovation, for two reasons. First, the input mix of innovative and backward
2We refer interchangeably to technological di¤usion, absorption or adoption.
3See http://www2.census.gov/econ/susb/data/us_state_totals_2007-2012.xls, read 5/21/2014.
4Appendix A brie�y summarizes the history of large-scale and mass production since the Industrial Revolu-
tion, situates Adam Smith (1776) in this regard, and provides some statistics on the current size of the mass
scale sector.
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goods is already ine¢ cient. Second, market power, expressed as a mark up, implies that

costs appear relatively lower and so there are lower incentives to innovate. Even so, it may

be that some market power is optimal. Aghion et al (2001, 2005) investigate this question,

asking how much market power is optimal for innovation, and argue that innovation is ef-

�cient at intermediate level of competition. We discuss how to implement such a public

policy for reducing market power to optimal levels of competition (see the market power tax

below).

By combining di¤erent kinds of competition in one model, we open a new pathway for

thinking about and testing the e¢ ciency and equity properties of speci�c market settings.5

We also suggests public policies that can improve the performance of the mass market econ-

omy, in both economic growth and income distribution, complementing free market policies.

This analysis is important not only for developed countries, but for the global economy,

which approaches a purer form of market functioning than individual countries, since public

policies are much weaker at the global level. It is also important for underdeveloped coun-

tries, which can also be characterized in terms of these two sectors (Mayer-Foulkes, 2015a,

2015b).

Schumpeterian theory explains how the innovating sector causes economic growth. It

analyzes the role of competition and market structure in optimizing this growth; �rm dy-

namics; development and appropriate growth institutions; and long-term technological waves

(Aghion, Akcigitz and Howitt, 2013). However, a complete Schumpeterian analysis requires

considering not only the innovating sector, but also the small scale, competitive sector, that

does not innovate but instead absorbs technologies. The interaction between the two sectors

de�nes the growth rate, the wage level, pro�ts, and overall e¢ ciency.

The interaction between technological change and labor earnings and their distribution has

been extensively studied in the context of labor markets and their changing institutions (e.g.

Katz and Autor, 1999; Gordon and Dew-Becker 2008). The determinants of labor earnings

include human capital or skills, and the further impact on wages of evolving technologies,

skill biased demand shifts and shifting trading opportunities (Acemoglu and Autor, 2011).

The di¤erent evolution of wages at the top and bottom of the income distribution (Autor,

Katz and Kearney, 2006) may be associated with a di¤erent evolution of the innovative and

competitive sectors. Here we are concerned with the general level of labor earnings across

the labor market, and how this is de�ned by the combination of economy-wide innovation

and absorption.

The prevalence of poverty and poverty belts in a context of high technological levels

requires explanation as much as relatively low wages. Su¢ ce it to mention that in 2010

there were 14 states (plus the District of Columbia) in the US where 30 percent or more of

5For example when two countries trade, it may be that only the large scale sectors export.
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Figure 1. People living in poverty areas by state: 2010. Source: US Census
Bureau, 2008-2012 5-year American Community Survey.

the population lived in poverty areas (see Figure 1; Bishaw, 2014).6 In 2013, 14.5% of the

population of the US was poor, 2.0% more than in 2007 (DeNavas-Walt and Proctor, 2014).

The market economy often does not absorb enough of the population into good jobs,

both in developed and in underdeveloped countries. In the context of full employment

models, what this means is that wages are low compared to the potential technological level.

Yet, wages are predicted to be proportional to the technological level both in competitive

general equilibrium models, and in models of endogenous technological change. Nevertheless,

whole sectors of the population subsist in a series of small scale activities with relatively

low technological levels. The empirical section shows that our key indicators of large scale

production are causal factors of poverty rates. In this context it is pertinent to discuss the

impact of creative destruction on the labor market.

Inequality is not a new phenomenon in the market economy. Piketty (2014) shows that

the concentration of income and wealth has been a prominent economic feature since the

early 19th Century. However, Piketty mainly presents data. His main analytic tool, the

size of the gap between the rate of return on capital r and the economy�s growth rate g,

which focusses mainly on the �nancial system, has a limited scope (Piketty, 2015). The

model presented here explains the concentration of income and wealth in real terms, not just

through the �nancial system. The cointegration tests show that the key indicators of large

scale production are causal factors of the top one and ten percent income ratios in the US.

6Poverty areas are de�ned as census tracts in which more than 20 percent of the people live below the federal
poverty line. Besides the District of Columbia, the 14 states were Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Georgia,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, New Mexico, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas
and West Virginia.
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Another contribution of the paper is to introduce technological change in the small scale

sector, extending pro�t driven Schumpeterian models of technological change to small scale

producers that absorb technologies just to keep abreast of competition.7

We characterize the small scale sector as including goods for which innovation cannot be

�nanced by obtaining su¢ cient pro�t margins over a signi�cant proportion of their market.

This could be either for technological reasons, or because improvements cannot be appropri-

ated. This setting of technological change in the small scale sector implies several sources of

ine¢ ciency. First, the technological absorption that is conducted is repeated by all produc-

ers, and restricted to a small scale e¤ort. Second, these e¤orts are not pooled to produce

better results. Third, unexcludable innovation is not pursued, including the use of mass

production techniques when feasible. We refer to these sources of ine¢ ciency as the public

good nature of technological absorption. They imply that public policies can be applied to

raise the productivity of technological absorption in the small scale sector.

Summarizing, the aggregate product of the mass market economy is a function of the

technological levels of both its sectors. While the innovative sector leads economic growth,

it generates inequality and ine¢ ciency in both production and innovation. At the same time,

the small scale sector absorbs technologies ine¢ ciently. These ine¢ ciencies in production,

innovation and absorption explain how wages can lag behind their potential level, since the

overall level of wages is a positive function of the technological levels of both sectors and a

negative function of market power.8 The dynamic properties of innovation and absorption

thus determine some of the static properties of the economy, relatively low wages in particu-

lar. Finally, income concentration is explained by the concentration of mass production and

innovation pro�ts in very few hands.

Two public economic policies can improve on free market policies for the mass market

economy, simultaneously promoting both equity and productivity. The �rst promotes both

industrial and small scale technologies by supporting innovation using taxes on pro�ts, and

di¤usion using these or other taxes. In the US, the high taxes on pro�ts and the support for

science and human capital formation applied during the Great Prosperity, which served to

promote both innovation and di¤usion, corresponds to this combination. These policies are

of course independent of Keynesian macroeconomic policies.

7In addition, all agents in the model are myopic decision makers with perfect foresight as their time horizon
�t tends to zero. This is both more realistic (there is no perfect foresight!) and simpler. It eliminates the
need for a second set of variables for the shadow prices of all goods, and the need to predict all prices and
levels forever.
8For the purposes of this paper, we assume that there is a single, perfect labor market including skilled and
unskilled labor. This means that there is a single expected wage level that takes human capital investment
costs into account. We abstract from adjustments to the demand and supply of speci�c skills. These can
generate both wage di¤erentials and the creative destruction of employment across skills.
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The second addresses the essential source of ine¢ ciency and inequity in the mass market

economy: the incentives that producers have to underproduce so as to make higher pro�ts.

It is customary for a model proving ine¢ ciencies to propose a tax than can restore e¢ ciency.

We de�ne such a market power tax. By taxing pro�t rates above some determined level, this

tax provides incentives for producers not to underproduce too much. The market power tax

generates incentives that reward production rather than pro�t rates. Moreover, its equilib-

rium taxation revenue is zero. The result is higher e¢ ciency in production and innovation,

and higher equity. The market power tax also makes it possible to reduce market power to

an optimal level if necessary, as mentioned above.

Neither a general competitive equilibrium model nor a standard model of endogenous

technological change include the full set of features we have mentioned. Yet these features

are necessary ingredients for understanding the macroeconomic functioning of the industrial,

or mass production, market economy, giving rise to a series of urgent issues such as pro-poor

growth, global income concentration, the increased political in�uence of large corporations

under deregulation, sustainability in the face of both poverty and corporate power, the global

economic business cycle, and so on.

The article proceeds as follows. In the next section we construct the two sector static

economy. Then we de�ne the market power tax, which can be used to increase e¢ ciency

and equity. The next section introduces technological change in both sectors, obtains the

steady state, and shows both innovation and absorption are ine¢ cient. The following section

presents the cointegration analysis for the 50 US states plus DC over the period 1997 to 2011,

including a discussion of nonstationary panels and cointegration, a description of the data,

and an exposition of tests and results. Finally we conclude.

2. The mass market economy

We de�ne a mass market economy consisting of two sectors. The heart of the mass market

economy is an industrial, technological, mass production sector characterized by ongoing

innovation. Innovation is motivated by the acquisition of market power and generates �rms

spanning important portions of their markets9. These �rms generate income concentration.

Now, for various reasons innovation cannot be �nanced for every type of good by obtaining

su¢ cient pro�t margins over a signi�cant proportion of its market. An important proportion

of the working population is employed in a second sector, consisting of many small �rms

that do not innovate signi�cantly and operate competitively. These small, non-innovating

�rms (including self-employment and informal economic activity), improve their productivity

by expending e¤ort on absorbing technologies developed by the industrial sector, which

functions as its technological leader.
9We consider even small, specialized, innovating �rms part of the innovation, mass production sector if they
produce for an important portion of their market.
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Relative to each other, the large and small scale sectors display opposite characteristics.

While the �rst is innovative and displays market power, the second absorbs technologies

and is competitive. As we shall see, the innovative sector is at the same time physically

more productive, employing higher technologies, and economically less e¢ cient, diverting

resources from production of innovative goods through high prices. In turn, the small scale

sector is physically less productive, employing lower technologies, and economically more

e¢ cient, since it is more competitive.

For simplicity, we keep the de�ning distinction between small scale and large scale sectors

exogenous.10 While it might be attractive for this boundary to depend on wage levels, for

example in the context of studying development and underdevelopment, when considering

developed countries, as in the present article, the boundary might still for practical purposes

depend mainly on exogenous, technological determinants.11

Consider an economy with two sectors L and S that produce a continuum of tradeable

goods indexed by � 2 [0; 1], where each � refers to a good. Large scale sector goods � 2
�L = [0; �) use a mass production technology and are therefore modelled with all production

concentrated on a single large producer that is able to make a pro�t, while small scale sector

goods � 2 �S = [�; 1] are produced on the small scale, with constant returns to scale,

therefore modelled with in�nitely many small, identical, competitive producers. We assume

� > 0 for some sectors to innovate, and � < 1 since not all sectors are amenable to mass

production.12 In each sector technological change is endogenous, with di¤erences due to the

di¤erent competition structures. For simplicity we abstract from innovation uncertainty and

assume that innovation is symmetric within each sector L and S. Thus we are assuming

goods � 2 �j in each sector j 2 fL; Sg have the same technological level Ajt.
Innovation occurs as follows. In the large scale sector L there is for each good � 2 �L

a single, in�nitely lived innovator who invests in innovation and becomes a monopolist,

producing in the presence of a competitive fringe that we assume consists of large scale

producers. For simplicity we assume that innovation is cheaper for the producing incumbent

than for any other innovator, and she therefore has an innovation advantage.13 Her monopoly

therefore persists inde�nitely. By contrast, in the small sector S anybody can innovate, so
10Similarly we abstract from horizontal innovation including the appearance of new small or large scale
sectors, or of sectors that have their origins in small enterprises that become large.
11The main point is that not all sectors can be ammenable to mass production. Examples are service
sectors, such as health. So long as individuality is valued and people live in their own houses, have their own
relationships, care for their own children, and perhaps pursue an extraeconomic meaning to their life, a fully
mass-produced society can hardly be conceived. Nevertheless, the productivity of mass technologies clearly
shapes society, for example our rural-urban social habitat, and deeply interacts with identity (e.g. Lunt and
Livingstone, 1992, Akerlof and Kranton, 2000).
12Thus the mass market model is in the interior of the continuum lying between competitive general equi-
librium and endogenous technological growth.
13This means that creative destruction does not produe incentives for innovation in the model. While this
might change the balance of innovation incentives under market power, we include in our discussion of studies
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as to reap the productive bene�ts of new technologies, namely the availability of returns to

production factors, in this model labor.

We assume that small producers can produce any good, while large producers can only

produce goods in sector �L for which mass production technologies are available that are

more productive than small scale technologies.

2.1. Production an consumption.

2.1.1. Two kinds of producers. For simplicity we exclude capital from the production func-

tion and limit ourselves to innovation as the source of market power. 14 Thus we only

distinguish the two sectors by their competitive context.

De�nition 1. The production function for goods � 2 �j in sector j 2 fL; Sg is:

(2.1) yjt(�) = Ajtljt(�); j 2 fL; Sg :�

Here yjt(�) represents the quantity produced of good � 2 �j. Ajt is the technological
level in each sector. ljt(�) is the quantity of labor input. We assume that the small scale

sector can produce any kind of good. The large scale sector is, and must always be, ahead

in productivity,

(2.2) ALt > ASt:

2.1.2. Preferences. Let the instantaneous consumer utility U = U (Ct) depend on a subutility

function Ct for an agent consuming ct(�) units of goods � 2 [0; 1], according to the Cobb-
Douglass function15

(2.3) ln (Ct) =

Z 1

0

ln (ct(�)) d�:

Suppose a consumer has a budget zt for purchasing quantities cLt , c
S
t of goods produced

in the large and small scale sectors. We assume large and small scale sector goods � 2 �L,
�S are symmetric so have common prices pLt, pSt. Since the composite good kernel (2.3) is

Cobb Douglass, consumers dedicate the same budget to each good � 2 [0; 1]. This budget is

on optimal levels of competition, such as Aghion et al (2001, 2005). This also means that the incumbent
can bene�t from any idea that anybody has that bene�ts her sector.
14In constructing the model we attempted to use �xed costs and/or increasing returns to scale in addition
to innovation, but both gave rise to mathematics that were too complex for the present purpose. It is worth
noting that in the case of �xed costs two equilibria arise for the two sector economy developed here, as in
Murphy, Shleifer, and Vishny (1989). In this case realized returns to scale weaken the large scale sector�s
demand for labor, raising small scale sector employment and therefore reducing wages.
15This is also the utility function used in Aghion et al (2005).
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zt, so the quantity bought of each type of good is

(2.4) cLt =
zt
pLt
; cSt =

zt
pSt
:

Hence the quantity of composite good produced is given by lnCt = � ln zt
pLt
+ (1� �) ln zt

pSt
,

that is, Ct = zt
p�Ltp

1��
St

. Given a budget p�Ltp
1��
St , the amount of composite good produced is

Ct = 1. Letting the composite good be the numeraire, this costs 1, so

(2.5) p�Ltp
1��
St = 1:

2.1.3. Choice of production quantities. Let wt be the domestic wage level, and suppose now

that zt is the constant expenditure level across goods. Note that therefore aggregate net

income is Zt =
R 1
0
ztd� = zt.

In the case of small producers one unit of good � 2 �S is produced competitively by

in�nitely many �rms. Wages equal the income from selling the product of one unit of labor,

so the price can be written

(2.6) pSt =
wt
ASt

:

In each sector � 2 �S let lSt (�) be the aggregate employment of all of the �rms producing
this good. Since the number of units produced is cSjt =

zt
pSt
= AStlSt (�), the labor quantity

is constant in �, so we drop � from the notation, and

(2.7) lSt =
zt

pStASt
:

In the case of the large scale sector, each producer has two types of potential competitors.

The �rst type of competitors are small-scale producers, who can produce good � using a

technological level ASt. Hence it will always be necessary that pLt � pSt, mass production
just being feasible at equality. The second type of competitor, in the competitive fringe,

has a lower technological level ��1ALt, where � > 1 represents the competitive edge. This

competitor produces on a large scale, supplies the full market, and is just unwilling to enter

at zero pro�t. The incumbent will keep to a maximum price level just at the feasibility level

for her competitor. We can think that other potential industrial competitors have even lower

technologies for the production of this particular good �.

The level of production considered by both the incumbent and her competitor are given

by the aggregate expenditure level on this good, zt = pLt (�) yLt (�). The maximum markup

that the incumbent can use will be �. Unless we are considering a transition for which

mass-production comes into existence with low levels of technological advantage, the usual

case will be when under the full markup � nevertheless pLt � pSt. The incumbent will drive
her industrial competitor to the zero pro�t limit, and therefore act as if her productivity
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were ALt=�. Hence instead of (2.6) we have

(2.8) pLt =
�wt
ALt

:

The incumbent produces the same quantity but employing less labor,

(2.9) lLt =
zt

pLtALt
=
��1zt
wt

therefore at a cost ��1zt, hence making a pro�t

(2.10) �Lt = (1� ��1)zt:

2.1.4. Wages and prices. The wage level can now be obtained by substituting (2.8), (2.6) in

(2.5), so that 1 = p�Ltp
1��
St =

h
�wt
ALt

i� h
wt
ASt

i1��
. Hence

(2.11) wt = �
��A�LtA

1��
St :

Substituting back in (2.6), (2.8) and simplifying, we can solve for the prices, in terms of the

current technological levels

(2.12) pSt =

�
��1ALt
ASt

��
; pLt =

�
ASt

��1ALt

�1��
:

Hence for large-scale production to outcompete small-scale production at a mark up level �,

the technological levels must satisfy

(2.13)
pSt
pLt

=
��1ALt
ASt

> 1:

We will keep to the case where (2.13) holds, not just (2.2).

2.2. Labor and income. Let the population of the economy be L. Suppose LL and LS are
the aggregate employment levels in sectors L and S, with LL+LS = L. Then if employment
levels for each good are lLt, lSt, when the labor market clears,

(2.14) �lLt = LL; (1� �) lSt = LS; �lLt + (1� �) lSt = L.

Now wtlSt = zt, since the participation of labor equals income in sector S, while wtlLt = ��1zt
in sector L. It follows that

(2.15)
lSt
lLt
= �;

as also follows from (2.7) and (2.9). Hence, we can solve

(2.16) lSt =
L

��1� + (1� �) ; lLt =
��1L

��1� + (1� �) :
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From wages and employment income now follows. Using equation (2.11) and (2.16),

(2.17) zt = wtlSt =
���A�LtA

1��
St L

��1� + (1� �) :

The average wage participation is

(2.18)
wtL
zt

= ��1� + (1� �) :

Wage participation in the large scale sector is lower than in the small scale sector, so as �

rises, wage participation drops.

2.3. E¢ ciency and equity under market power. While in some situations there may
be a trade-o¤ between e¢ ciency and equity, market power simultaneously results in less

e¢ ciency and less equity. This holds at the macroeconomic level in a mass market economy.

The static distortions due to the presence of market power are the following.

Theorem 1. Market power distorts the mass market economy as follows:
1) Aggregate income is decreasing in market power.

2) The pro�t to income ratio is increasing in market power.

3) Wages and aggregate wage participation are decreasing in market power.

4) Employment intensity lLt in the large scale sector is decreasing in market power, while

employment intensity lSt in the small scale sector is increasing in market power.�

All proofs are in Appendix B.

When the proportion � of mass producing sectors increases, the presence of market power

implies that wages do not rise in proportion to the increased productivity. Let us examine

how the relative size of the large scale sector � a¤ect wages in the presence of market power

�.

Theorem 2. When the size of the large scale sector increases, wages respond as follows:

(2.19)
@ lnwt
@�

=
@

@�
(�� ln�+ � lnALt + (1� �)ASt) = ln

ALt
�ASt

< ln
ALt
ASt

:�

Note that the impact of mass production on wages can be low if market power is near its

maximum feasible level � = ALt
ASt
, when the large scale sector faces low large scale competition.

Furthermore, when new large scale sectors do not face competition from small scale sectors,

so that � can be larger than ALt
ASt
, the impact on wages could be negative.

2.4. E¢ ciency and inequality in the presence of capital. The simplest stylized model
for a mass market economy, as presented here, does not require the inclusion of capital.

However, there are some interesting points that can be made if capital is included. First

we show theoretically that the economy wide capital to labor ratio and the corresponding
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wage level can be considerably distorted by market power in the innovating, mass production

sector. Let us suppose that we replace De�nition 1 with:

De�nition 2. In the presence of capital the production function for goods � 2 �j in sector
j 2 fL; Sg is:

(2.20) yjt(�) =
1

"
[kjt(�)]

� [Ajtljt(�)]
� ; j 2 fL; Sg ;

where �+ � = 1, " = ����.�
Here kjt(�) represents units of composite good (2.3) de�ned for consumption, also used

now for capital investment. I assume capital markets are perfect so that the interest rate

equals the marginal return of capital. Writing Kt for aggregate capital, it can be shown that

the interest rate and wages are given by:

(2.21) rt =

�
���A�LtA

1��
St

�L
�Kt

��
; wt =

�
�Kt

�L

�� �
���A�LtA

1��
St

��
:

These can be veri�ed simply by observing that the large scale sector acts as if its technological

level were ALt=�, so that the e¤ective average technological level across goods is ���A
�
LtA

1��
St .

Suppose for this discussion that the equilibrium interest rate r� is determined by intertem-

poral preferences setting r� = �. Then the optimal capital to labor ratio is given by:

(2.22)
K�

L =
����A�LtA

1��
St

��
1
�

:

At this level of capital per worker the corresponding wage level is:

(2.23) w� = ���A�LtA
1��
St �

��
� :

Hence we have shown:

Theorem 3. A market power level � reduces both K�

L and w� by a factor ���.�
The interaction of innovation pro�ts in the large scale sector with the interest rate on

capital in the small scale, competitive sector, provides a context for understanding the role

of the stock market in bringing forward innovation pro�ts, capitalizing innovation income

streams according to the prevailing interest rate, and concentrating them on innovators. In

the presence of capital, innovation investment yields a pro�t rate �Lt that is higher than the

interest rt. A capital market provides innovators with an instrument to bring their pro�t

�ow to the present. They can sell through the stock market a project producing an income

�ow through their innovation. Small investors will purchase this income �ow capitalized at

a value determined (net of risk) by the interest rate. This brings the innovator�s pro�t �ows

to the present, included in the project�s value. The price of the innovative goods will still

re�ect the original markup. However, the project�s book values will not register innovation

pro�ts, only a cost for the purchase of technology that already includes the pro�t accrued to
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the innovator. Examples when pro�ts are brought forward are: when a company goes public,

when a start up is sold, or when mergers or other reorganizations occur. Hence the study

of operating pro�ts through accounting books may not address the full impact of innovation

pro�ts.

There is a considerable, controversial, literature on the e¢ ciency costs of monopoly power.

In a well known paper, Harberger (1954) concentrates on the misallocation costs of monopoly,

and arrives at a very low estimate of 1
10
% of GDP. The data is obtained from accounting

books for seventy three manufacturing industries for the period 1924-1928. In that paper

a benchmark operating pro�t rate of 10% is considered normal and its e¢ ciency costs are

not estimated. The paper concentrates on the allocation impact of adjusting higher or lower

pro�t rates to the 10% level. Because it concentrates on a section of the innovating sector,

only estimates the impact of these allocation adjustments, and takes its information from

accounting books, this paper does not address the issues we raise here. Cowling and Mueller

(1978) weaken Harberger�s (1954) assumptions and arrive at social cost estimates of 7 to

13%.

Our model goes quite a long way in explaining the inequality pointed out by Piketty

(2014) for mass market economies. The reasons are the following. First, in our model

Piketty�s interest rate r in fact refers to the pro�t rate, which is even more easily greater

than the growth rate g. Second, the concentration process we describe works in terms of the

returns to real investments. It is not only that large �nancial accounts can get a preferential

rate of return. It is also that large real investments can access the pro�t rate through

innovation rather than just the competitive interest rate through capital investment. While

discussing the historical aspects of Piketty�s (2014) work is beyond the scope of this paper,

we would hypothesize that convergence to equilibrium inequality levels or capital to income

ratios is faster than posited by Piketty, and responds signi�cantly in a couple rather than

in quite a few decades to substantial changes in pro�t level determinants. Thus, while the

two World Wars may have had the most salient (negative) impacts on capital accumulation,

other changes such as the rise and fall of the economic framework of the Great Prosperity

(including taxes on pro�ts, human capital investment, �nancial regulation and welfare), or

epochal changes in globalization, have also had highly signi�cant impacts. Our cointegration

tests on the impact of the relative size of the large scale sector on the 1 and 10% top income

ratios in the US provide evidence for this.

3. A market power tax

It is customary for a model proving ine¢ ciencies to propose a tax than can restore ef-

�ciency. Our results show that the presence of market power implies an ine¢ ciency in
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production levels and wages. If incentives can be found for producers not to diminish their

production so as to raise prices and pro�ts, aggregate economic e¢ ciency will rise.

Let us suppose that a series of conditions not modelled here imply the social, economic or

political convenience of some socially designated positive pro�t rate for large scale produc-

tion, which however is lower than can be obtained in an unregulated market. For example,

such a pro�t rate might be the optimal one for innovation, whose e¢ ciency may follow an

inverted-U relationship with the pro�t rate (Aghion et al, 2001, 2005).

We de�ne a market power tax whose incentives are for the producer to decrease her exercise

of market power up to the socially designated pro�t rate. No taxes are levied at equilibrium.

Instead the e¤ect is to increase production, improving both e¢ ciency and equity.

Suppose some markup � is prevalent for large scale producers. For any feasible markup

{ 2 [1; �] pro�ts will be �Lt = (1� {�1) zt. Note the pro�t to input rate is 1�{�1
{�1 = { � 1.

Let � ({) be the tax schedule

(3.1) � ({) =

(
� 0 ({ � {0) + ��L { � {0;

��L { < {0:

Besides the constant pro�t tax rate ��L,
16 above the pro�t rate {0 � 1, where {0 2 (1; �),

taxes rise with markup rates. The result is that from this point on pro�ts are higher for

higher production levels rather than higher gross pro�ts.

Theorem 4. 1) Under a tax schedule � ({), if � 0 > 1
{0({0�1) , the economy behaves as if

market power has lowered to �0 = {0. In this example the marginal tax on pro�ts as the
markup increases at {0 is less than 1 so long as the pro�t rate is less than 61:8%.
2) The economy can approximate the �rst best for which � = 1. De�ne instead tax

schedule (3.1) using {0 = 1. To avoid the tax, large scale production adjusts to a markup

{� (� 0) =
q
1 + 1

�0
, which also tends to 1 as � 0 !1.�

4. Technological change

We de�ne the process of endogenous change for the technological levels ALt, ASt in this

two sector economy.

4.1. Innovation in the large scale sector. As mentioned above, there is in each mass
production sector a single, in�nitely lived innovator who can produce an innovation for

the next period. We consider an innovator with perfect myopic foresight. This means she

maximizes pro�ts in the short term �t by choosing an innovation input �ow, and then lets

�t ! 0. Mayer-Foulkes (2015a) shows that this is equivalent to de�ning perfect myopic

16This constant rate may respond to other reasons for taxation, including all types of public and social goods
and equity, which may raise the preference for taxes (Forslid, 2005). However, a more e¢ cient and equitable
society has less unsatis�ed needs and may therefore need less taxes.
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foresight as having perfect knowledge of the current economic variables� time derivatives.

The myopic agent uses this knowledge to maximize the current time derivative of her pro�ts.

The e¤ectiveness of innovation investment of the product � entrepreneur has two compo-

nents. The �rst is derived from knowledge and is proportional to the skill level SLt = ALt
that she has been able to accumulate in production, which we assume is the technological

level of her �rm. The second component is a material input �ow v. Innovation occurs with

certainty combining these components to obtain a technological level rate of change at time

t given by:

(4.1) @
@�t

~AL (t+�t; v)
���
�t=0

= �LS
�
Ltv

1��;

where �L > 0, 0 < � < 1.
17 Here ~AL (t+�t; v), where �t > 0, is a technology trajectory

envisaged by the incumbent over a small time interval into the future, given an expenditure

level v on innovation. Note that at �t = 0, ~AL (t; v) = ALt. The parameter �L represents

the innovation productivity of the combined inputs.

Let ��L; �
�
L 2 (0; 1) represent a pro�t tax and an innovation subsidy, positive or negative

proxies for all distortions and policies a¤ecting pro�ts and the incentives to innovate, and

de�ne the e¤ective innovativity:

(4.2) ~�L =

�
(1��)(1���L)

1���L

�&
�1+&L :

Proposition 1. Under perfect myopic foresight, the incumbent sets the rate of change of her
technological level ALt at:

(4.3)
d

dt
lnALt = ~�L

�
zt
�ALt

�&
:�

Since zt depends on both ALt and ASt a relative scale e¤ects is introduced that compli-

cates the dynamics under perfect foresight once technological change in both variables is

considered. This aspect is simpli�ed by using continuous myopic foresight, which precludes

the need to predict both variables.

Note that innovation is decreasing in market power �, because, as can be seen by following

the proof, the higher the market power, the relatively lower costs are compared to pro�ts and

therefore the lower the impact of the cost of technological improvement on pro�ts. In other

words, the easier it is to make pro�ts, the relatively less worthwhile to spend on cost-saving

innovation.

4.2. Innovation in the small scale sector. We introduce technological change in the
small scale sector. We thus extend Schumpeterian models of technological change, usually

17We deal only with an advanced country here and therefore abstract from convergence and divergence.
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driven by pro�ts, to small scale producers that absorb technologies just to keep abreast of

competition. However, these small �rms with limited resources can only apply a limited

set of techniques to produce their technological change. The entrepreneur might for ex-

ample dedicate some of her time to search for new techniques and solutions to adapt to

his productive context. Although we exclude human capital from our model, it would be

possible to think of an entrepreneur who has or could hire human capital for this purpose.

Recall that each small scale sector is characterized by the property that innovation cannot

be �nanced by obtaining su¢ cient pro�t margins over a signi�cant proportion of its market.

Thus the nature of this sector makes it inviable to establish large research crews using more

sophisticated techniques, and excludes from consideration the techniques of large scale or

mass production.18 Productivity therefore lags behind in the small scale sector in the steady

state.

Assume that the entrepreneurs running small scale �rms can invest a �ow of v units of

material input to obtain a technological level ~AS (t+�t; v) similar to the one we just saw

for the large scale sector, given by an innovation function analogous to (4.1),

(4.4) @
@�t

~AS (t+�t; v)
���
�t=0

= �S

�
ALt � ASt
ALt

SSt

��
v1��:

Here �S is analogous to �L, except that it re�ects a limited kind of innovation, the kind

of innovation that can be carried out on a small rather than large scale �S < �L. This is

analogous to the distinction between implementation and R&D in Howitt and Mayer-Foulkes

(2005), in that in the small scale innovation is unlikely to use an R&D lab, employ scientists,

and so on, and is more likely simply to implement technologies created in the large scale

sector.19 SSt is the skill level of the �rm (entrepreneur, workers and installed productivity),

which we consider equal to ASt. Here, however, the small scale sector, which in this setting

always lag behind the large scale sector, experiences a technological spillover from the large

scale technology ALt, represented by the factor ALt�AStALt
.

Recall that the de�ning characteristic of the small scale sector is that �rms cannot obtain

su¢ cient pro�t margins over a signi�cant proportion of their market. Thus a signi�cant level

of market power cannot be achieved, and we assume producers are price takers. However,

they cannot be in�nitesimally small and still invest in technological absorption. Thus we

assume there is some large number of �rms N , which represents an approximation to perfect

competition. For simplicity all small scale �rms are the same size. Therefore their sales are

18Franchises may be contexts in which an innovator has devised a way to transform a small scale sector into
a large scale sector.
19These new technologies may often already be embodied in capital or inputs, although we abstract from
these in this simpli�ed model.
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�zt =
zt
N
. Let

(4.5) ~�S =
1

N

�
1��
1���S

�&
�1+&S :

Note that the e¤ective technological absorptivity ~�S is decreasing in N .

Proposition 2. Under perfect myopic foresight, small scale producers set their rate of tech-
nological absorption at:

(4.6)
d

dt
lnASt = ~�S

ALt�ASt
ALt

�
ALt
ASt

zt
ALt

�&
:�

4.3. The steady state. We now �nd the steady state growth rate and the steady state

relative lag of the small scale sector.

De�nition 3. De�ne the relative state variable at = ASt
ALt
:�

Writing income (2.17) in the form

(4.7)
zt
ALt

=
���a1��t L

���1 + (1� �) ;

substitute in (4.3), (4.6) to express the rates of technological change in terms of the relative

technological level at,

d

dt
lnALt = ~�L

�
��1��a1��t L
���1+(1��)

�&
;

d

dt
lnASt = ~�S

ALt�ASt
ALt

�
���a��t L

���1+(1��)

�&
:

The dynamics of the relative technological level at between small and large scale production

can now be written,

(4.8)
d

dt
ln at = H (at) �

�
���L

���1+(1��)

�& �
~�S (1� at) a

�&�
t � ~�L��&a

&(1��)
t

�
:

For simplicity we now assume that the small scale sector cannot overtake the large scale

competitive fringe, that is, ~�S (1� ��1) < ~�L��& , so H (at) < 0 for at > �. This also implies
that condition (2.13) is maintained, so that the large scale sector maintains the market power

implied by its markup �.

Theorem 5. Suppose that the small scale sector cannot overtake the large scale competitive
fringe. The relative technological level at of the small to the large scale sector has a unique

positive steady state a� < ��1 with growth rate growth rate � = d
dt
lnALt

��
at=a�

given by

~�
1=&
L a

�

~�
1=&
S (1� a�)1=&

= �;(4.9)

� =
�

���L
���1+(1��)

�&
~�S (1� a�) a�(�&�):(4.10)
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The steady state a� and growth rate � satisfy:

(4.11)

@a�

@�
> 0,

@a�

@�
= 0,

@a�

@~�S
> 0,

@a�

@~�L
< 0,

@�

@�
< 0,

d�

d�
> 0,

@�

@~�S
> 0,

@�

@~�L
> 0.

Increases in ~�S =
1
N

�
1��
1���S

�
�1+&S can be obtained by addressing the public good nature of

small scale innovation, mentioned above.�

4.4. Ine¢ ciency of innovation. Is the private assignment of innovation resources optimal
in the mass market economy? We answer this question by examine the innovation incentives

for a benevolent government. We show that it is possible to improve income growth by

subsidizing innovation, and explain under what conditions this subsidy can be paid for by

taxing pro�ts.

In accordance with perfect myopic foresight, let the government maximize Zt+�t, deducting

expenses in innovation incurred for raising Zt+�t. Note that this optimization assumes

market exchange takes place in the presence of market power, so the question posed is only

seeking a second best. More precisely, at any time t the government maximizes

(4.12) max
vLt;vSt

@
@�t

~Z (t+�t; vLt; vSt)
���
�t=0

� [�vLt + (1� �)NvSt] :

Here ~Z (t+�t; vLt; vSt), where �t > 0, is an income trajectory envisaged by the government

over a small time interval into the future, given an expenditure levels vL in innovation

investment in each large scale sector, and vS in innovation investment by each of the N

�rms in each small scale sector. The maximization is subject to the physical equations for

technological change (4.1) and (4.4). Note that the N small �rms still repeat innovation in

this government maximization.

Now, using expression (2.17), d lnZt
dt

= � d
dt
lnALt + (1� �) ddt lnASt: Hence the government

maximization takes the form

(4.13) max
vLt;vSt

f�
"
�L

�
vLt
ALt

�1��
� vLt
Zt

#
+ (1� �)

"
�S

�
ALt � ASt
ALt

�� �
vSt
ASt

�1��
� NvSt

Zt

#
g:

The �rst order conditions for (??) are:

(4.14)
(1� �)�L
ALt

�
vLt
ALt

���
=
1

Zt
;

(1� �)�S
ASt

�
ALt � ASt
ALt

�� �
vSt
ASt

���
=
N

Zt
:

Hence the government would assign innovation expenditures as follows:

vLt
ALt

=
�
�L (1� �) Zt

ALt

� 1
�
;(4.15)

vSt
ASt

=
�
�S

(1��)Zt
NASt

� 1
� ALt�ASt

�ALt
:(4.16)
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When these are compared to (9.9) and (9.11), the conditions for obtaining the same resource

assignment for innovation are:

(4.17) 1���L
(1���L)�

= 1; 1
1���S

= 1:

These equalities are satis�ed if ��S = 0 and
1���L
1���L

= �. The latter implies ��L > �
�
L.

Thus, except for the N -fold repetition of absorption that occurred in the small scale

sector, the fact that these e¤orts were not pooled, and that non excludable innovation was

not pursued, absorption is e¢ cient in the small scale sector. However, large scale innovation

is not e¢ cient. The reason was stated above. The easier it is to make pro�ts, the relatively

less it is worth to spend on innovation.

The following e¢ ciency results for appropriate government incentives for innovation in the

large and small scale sectors can now be stated.

Theorem 6. 1) As market power tends to zero, when �! 1, privately assigned innovation

tends to e¢ ciency.

2) When the market power tax is applied, as {0 ! 1, case 1) is approached in the limit.

3) Suppose that in the large scale sector pro�ts are quantitatively higher than optimal inno-

vation investment. Then taxes and subsidies ��L, �
�
L 2 (0; 1) exist for which the government�s

budget is balanced and innovation is optimal. If pro�ts are not that high, a lump sum tax on

wages is needed to obtain optimal innovation with a balanced budget.

4) The steady state trajectories of both ALt and ASt lag behind what is economically fea-

sible.

5. A cointegration test of the model

The main implication of our mass market economy model is that the large scale sector

positively drives economic growth, productivity, wages, pro�ts and therefore top income

participation, albeit with problems in e¢ ciency and distribution. We use macroeconomic

data on production by �rm size at the state level over the period 1997 to 2011 provided

by the Census Bureau and its Statistics of US Business (2014) to test this hypothesis. We

concentrate on causality from the large scale sector to the aggregate economy and income

inequality, and apply the cointegration methodology. To the best of our knowledge there is

no previous study of this impact.

5.1. Nonstationary Panels and Cointegration. Macroeconomic indicators over time
typically show a clear trend. Unit root tests usually con�rm nonstationarity of such data,

whereas the error term of the pooled regression equation may or may not be stationary. If

the error term is stationary, variables are cointegrated. If not, the estimated relationship

is spurious and there are no long-run relationships amongst the variables. Likewise, serial
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correlation in the error term and feedback from the endogenous variable to the explana-

tory variables, which usually drive and bias estimators, must be taken into account when

estimating long-run relationships.

5.1.1. Data. The data set for the 50 US states plus DC over the period 1997 to 2011 come

from several data sources. The Census Bureau and its Statistics of US Business (2014) o¤ers

for each state time series data on the number of �rms, establishments, employment, and

annual payroll by employment size of enterprise. Unfortunately, human capital and income

are absent in the data; payroll represent e¤ective labor and thus to some extent represents

human capital whereas income is available as GDP in millions of current US dollars from

the Bureau of Economic Analysis (2014).20 To de�ate, we use the U.S. GDP de�ator from

the World Development Indicators provided by the World Bank (2014). State level income

inequality data are available from Frank (2009). Finally, poverty rates are provided by the

US Census Bureau.21

The variables used are aggregate state income, represented by its log GDP (y), log em-

ployment rate (l � p), where p is the logarithm of the state�s population, GDP per worker

(y � l), log average wage rate (w), log payroll rate (w + l � p), and log payroll over income
(w + l � y). While there are several size categories available for �rms, we select �rms with
500 or more employees to represent the large-scale sector. To represent the proportional

role of the large scale sector we use the following variables: log employment in the large

scale sector over aggregate employment (lL � l), log payroll in the large scale sector over
aggregate payroll (wL + lL � (w + l)), and log average wage rate in the large scale sector
over average wage rate in the aggregate economy (wL � w), referred to below as �large-to-
aggregate�employment, payroll and wage ratios respectively. Inequality indicators are top1,

top10 and poverty representing income shares and poverty rates respectively. Note that all

of the variables are in principle independent of the state�s size.

Table C.2.1 in Appendix C gives descriptive statistics of the variables for all states and

large-scale �rms and their number of �rms and establishments. The means of all variables

used for the empirical analysis are close neither to their minimum nor maximum value,

which indicates that there is no disproportion. The standard deviations of the variables are

relatively large and the values are widely dispersed around the mean. Running a simple

regression of each variable regarding time to detect time tendencies, all of the variables have

a signi�cant positive trend, as shown in the last column of Table C.2.1 in Appendix C. The

District of Columbia was not an outlier in any evident way.

20However, our stylized model does not account for human capital dynamics related to technology, and
therefore does not explain wage di¤erences between the large and small scale sectors.
21Table 21, http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/poverty/data/historical/people.html, read 5/24/2015.
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5.1.2. Panel Unit Root, Cointegration, and Weak-Exogeneity Tests. Levin, Lin and Chu

(2002) (LLC) and Im, Pesaran and Shin (2003) (IPS) propose unit roots tests for pooled

balanced data. Suppose that a variable is a function of its lagged value, an autoregressive

coe¢ cient, an error term and a deterministic component. The LLC testing procedure as-

sumes that each autoregressive (AR) coe¢ cient is the same for all units while the IPS test

procedure allows for heterogeneous autoregressive coe¢ cients. However, both tests require

cross-sectional independence and therefore ignore cross-sectional correlation and spillovers

between states. Baltagi, Bresson and Pirotte (2007) show that this can seriously bias the

size of panel unit root tests. While traditional cross-sectional de-meaning can partly deal

with the problem, Pesaran (2007) (PES) lists and discusses newly developed panel unit root

tests that attempt to overcome the de�ciencies of de-meaning. In particular, PES suggest a

simple panel unit root test in the presence of cross-sectional dependencies as an alternative

by augmenting cross-sectional averages of lagged levels and �rst di¤erences of the individual

series in the test regression.

If the pooled data is shown to be nonstationary, there are two types of cointegration

tests: One can either collect the residuals from pooled regressions to test for stationarity of

the error term (residual-based tests) or use the corresponding error correction (EC) terms

in EC models to test whether the EC term is signi�cant (error-correction based tests).

Residual-based tests such as the (augmented) Dickey-Fuller type tests proposed by Kao

(1999), the Phillips and Perron tests by Pedroni (2004) or the Lagrange Multiplier test by

McCoskey and Kao (1998) have in common that the residuals from a long-run relationship

are tested for stationarity. Error-correction based tests such as Westerlund (2007), however,

test whether the EC term in EC models are signi�cant for individual group or full panel

models and account for cross-sectional dependence and serial correlation. In particular, the

testing procedure of Westerlund (2007) consists of four panel cointegration tests with a null

hypothesis of no cointegration for di¤erent deterministic components (i.e. zero, constant,

trend).

Finally, the validity of the inference of the cointegration vector obtained from EC models

in a panel context depends, similar to time series analysis, on the assumption of weak

exogeneity. While in time series weak exogeneity tests are conducted for each cross-sectional

unit, it is still di¢ cult to adapt individual tests to a panel as whole. According to Moral-

Benito and Servin (2014) there are di¤erent options in a panel context ranging between

testing weak exogeneity on average across all cross-sectional units and joining individual

tests into a panel-wide test. In particular, Moral-Benito and Servin (2014)�s panel weak

exogeneity test for cointegrated panels is based on the maximum of individual Wald test

statistics, where they use the long-run parameter of the cointegration vector and test if

they don�t show error correction behavior (i.e. are weak exogeneous). Their Monte Carlo
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simulation show that the proposed testing procedure performs well in commonly used sample

sizes�in particular with a large T .

5.1.3. Estimation Techniques: Dynamic OLS. The presence of cointegration and unit roots

considerably a¤ects the asymptotic distributions in both time series and panel analysis.

However, as the number of observations increase in T and N, the OLS estimation of the

cointegrated variables converges in the long-run equilibrium to the true value. Nevertheless,

for moderate sample size, the estimation bias may remain substantial. Kao and Chiang

(2000) show that the OLS estimator has a non-negligible bias in �nite samples and that

the dynamic OLS estimator performs better in estimating the panel equations than does

the OLS estimator with bias correction or the fully modi�ed-OLS estimator. As a result,

they propose using the DOLS estimator from Stock and Watson (1993) when dealing with

nonstationary panels.

In accounting for endogeneity and serial correlation in the error term, the DOLS estimator

considers leads and lags of the �rst di¤erences:

(5.1) yi;t = �
0
idt + x

0
i;tb+

q2X
j=�q1

cij�xi;t+j + ei;t; i = 1; :::; N and t = 1; :::; T;

where dt represents the deterministic components (i.e. constant, trend), xi;t is aK-dimensional

vector (K being the number of explanatory variables), and ei;t is a stationary error term with

zero mean. In the case of dt = 0 there is no deterministic term, whereas in the case of dt = 1

or dt = (1; t)
0 there is a constant, or a constant and a trend respectively.

5.2. Empirical Results. In estimating the long-run relationships between large-to-aggregate
ratios, aggregate indicators and inequality indicators, we use the estimation techniques from

Stock and Watson (1993) proposed by Kao and Chiang (2000) in order to deal with nonsta-

tionary panel data. Hence, we test �rst if the pooled data has unit roots and second if serial

correlation and cross-sectional dependencies exist. We then test if there is cointegration

amongst the integrated variables. In particular, we are interested in the long-run relation-

ships between (1) large-to-aggregate ratios and aggregate indicators, (2) large-to-aggregate

ratios and inequality indicators and (3) aggregate indicators and inequality indicators. Fi-

nally, we apply the DOLS estimator, either contemporaneous or with one lag in the inde-

pendent variable, to estimate the signs of the cointegrated relationships we have found and

test for weak-exogeneity in the cointegrated panel.

5.2.1. Nonstationary and Cointegration Testing. Unit roots test must con�rm that the pooled

data exhibit unit roots and follow a nonstationary path. We apply �rst the LLC and IPS

mitigating the e¤ects of cross-sectional dependence by de-meaning and second the PES test

as an alternative. All test procedures have a null hypothesis of nonstationarity, while the
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alternative hypothesis for LLC is that all individual series and for IPS and PES is that some

individual series are stationary with individual �rst order autoregressive coe¢ cient. The

pooled data is assumed to have a constant and a trend, and tests are implemented with one

or two lags in the test regression. Unit root test statistics and p-values in parenthesis from

LLC, IPS and PES for I(1) in levels are given in Table C.2.2 in Appendix C and for I(0)

in �rst di¤erences in Table C.2.3 in Appendix C. Accordingly, unit root test statistics in

the case of the IPS and PES testing procedures con�rm unit roots for one or two lags for

almost every variable, as the null hypothesis of nonstationarity is not rejected at least at a

5% level. Bearing in mind that the IPS and PES testing procedure allow for heterogeneous

autoregressive coe¢ cients, we conclude that the variables are I(1). Turning to the �rst dif-

ferences next, tests statistics from all three tests reject the null hypothesis of nonstationarity

again for almost every variables using one or two lags. Since our variables are I(1) in levels

and I(0) in �rst di¤erences, we conclude that the pooled data has unit roots and follow a

nonstationary path around a trend.

Turning to cointegration tests, Westerlund (2007) allows dealing with serial correlation and

cross-sectional dependence for di¤erent deterministic components (i.e. zero, constant, trend).

Hence, we test, �rst, for no �rst order autocorrelation by the Woolridge (2002) and second,

for cross-sectional independence by the Pesaran (2004) testing procedures respectively. We

than use Westerlund�s (2007) four di¤erent panel cointegration tests with a null hypothesis

of no cointegration. All cointegration tests are implemented pairwise with a constant and a

trend in the test regression. Serial correlation and cross-sectional dependences test statistics

with their p-values in parenthesis from Wooldrige (2002) and Pesaran (2004) are given in

Table C.3.1 to C.3.3 in Appendix C, while cointegration test statistics and the robust p-

values from Westerlund (2007) are given in parenthesis in Table C.4.1 to C.4.3 in Appendix

C respectively. Starting with the null hypothesis of no �rst-order autocorrelation, serial

correlation test statistics from Wooldrige (2002) (see Table C.4 in Appendix C), show overall

evidence of �rst-order autocorrelation for each test combination of the panel data. Moreover,

cross-sectional dependence test statistics from Pesaran (2004) reject the null hypothesis of

cross-sectional independencies for each test combination of the panel data no matter if �xed

or random e¤ects are assumed according to the Hausman (1978) test. Hence, we take into

account that there is serial correlation and cross-sectional dependencies in our panel data.

Turning to the null hypothesis of �no cointegration�, test statistics from Westerlund (2004)

con�rm mainly cointegration between large-to-aggregate ratios to aggregate indicators and

inequality indicators.

5.2.2. Estimation Results. Analyzing the empirical results of our cointegrated panel, we as-

sign a number, a sign and a signi�cance level to the cointegrated relationships between (1)
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large-to-aggregate ratios and aggregate indicators, (2) large-to-aggregate ratios and inequal-

ity indicators and (3) aggregate indicators and inequality indicators, which have been tested

previously. The number represents the number of signi�cant cointegration test results (out

of four di¤erent tests). The sign and signi�cance level of the long-run relationships are

estimated by two dynamic OLS estimations �one contemporaneous and one with one lag

(see Tables C.5.1 to C.5.3 in Appendix C). In the case of a signi�cant result, a sign and

its signi�cance level is assigned if both coe¢ cients have the same sign. This is shown in

Table 1 for each of the test combination and represented in Figure 2 as a graph22. Note

that causality by Table 1 runs from the variables listed �rst, on the left (i.e. denoted as

�x�) to the variables listed next, on the top (i.e. denoted by �y�). Some of the arrows in

Figure 2 are dotted to make the diagram less cluttered. The absence of an entry means that

either the null hypothesis of �cointegration�or the null hypothesis of �weak exogeneity�of

cointegrated variables was rejected. The results of the weak exogeneity tests are given in

Table C.6.1 to C.6.3 in Appendix C.

Overall, the results clearly support the proposition set out by the theoretical model, that

the large-scale sector drives aggregate economic growth.

In particular, we �rst look at the results for the core variables of the model, the large-

to-aggregate ratios, and the aggregate economy indicators. The two variables lL � l and
(wL + lL)� (w + l), representing the large-to-aggregate employment and payroll ratios, are
causally related towards the economy both directly and indirectly. There is a direct impact of

the large-to-aggregate employment ratio on wages, as predicted by the model. The indirect

impacts work through the negative of the large-to-aggregate wage ratio�(wL�w). Regarding
this variable what is remarkable is the consistency of the signs. All pairwise DOLS estimates

for �arrows�entering and leaving the original positive variable are negative (except for the

arrow acting on poverty, see Table 1 and Figure 2). This means that once an inward and

outward causal impact combine, it acts positively. Such combined impacts raise aggregate

employment, payroll, and wages (and diminish poverty). We surmise that as the large-to-

aggregate employment rises (so the two variables (lL � l) and ((wL + lL)� (w + l)) rise) and
results in a larger aggregate demand for employment l, the wage ratio (wL � w) decreases
as labor from the small scale sector is transferred to the large scale sector. This can happen

because less skilled labor is employed instead of more skilled labor in the large scale sector,

thereby reducing the wage ratio, or because transferable labor becomes scarcer. The wage

level w is at the bottom of the causal hierarchy, determined by other variables, the result of

an equilibrium process as (wL � w) is. Finally, aggregate productivity y � l was introduced
because it often appears in studies on economic growth. It is positively impacted by the

large-to-aggregate employment ratio (lL � l). To sum up, the causality results in this set

22Figure C.1 contains the same results for the full set of pairwise interactions before taking into account the
weak exogeneity test.
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of variables con�rm the hypothesis that the large-to-aggregate ratios drive the aggregate

indicators, including aggregate productivity.

Let us turn now turn to the inequality variables top1, top10, shown in Table 1 and Figure 2.

First, large-to-aggregate ratios have a strong positive impact on both income share indicators

(using again the negative of the large-to-aggregate wage ratio). Top income participations are

increasing in large-to-aggregate employment and payroll ratios but decreasing in large scale

wages. Second, aggregate employment and aggregate income per capita are causally related

at least to top1 income share. Hence, the higher the aggregate payroll and employment, the

higher the income inequality.

Finally, poverty rates are positively caused by large-to-aggregate employment and nega-

tively caused by aggregate payroll and employment.

Summarizing, there is a causality structure that runs from the large-to-aggregate ratios to

the aggregate economy variables and to the inequality variables. If we restrict our attention

to the variables lL � l, (wL + lL) � (w + l), w � wL, w + l � p, l � p, y � l, w, top1, top10
and poverty, the matrix representation of the causal interrelations between these variables is

lower triangular, so long as large-to-aggregate employment and payroll are considered at the

same level of causality, and also aggregate payroll and amployment. The wage ratio wL�w
works as an equilibrium variable intermediating between these two sets of variables. The

top income participations are interrelated with each other and with the wage ratio wL � w,
are increasing in all economic activity indicators, and de�ne w together with all of the large-

to-aggregate ratios and aggregate economy variables. Finally, the poverty rate decreases

with payroll and employment, but increases with the large-to-aggregate employment ratio,

perhaps through job destruction (see for example Cheremukhin, 2011).

6. Conclusions

Large scale production has been a feature of the market economy since the Industrial

Revolution, and developed into mass production since the Second Industrial Revolution,

when innovation became a systematic endeavor based on science. The large scale sector,

engaged in mass production and innovation, wields market power, and at the same time the

small scale competitive sector absorbs the continual �ow of new technologies, nevertheless

lagging behind.

The mass market model we construct putting together these economic features shows

that the large scale sector generates ine¢ ciencies in production and innovation, as well as

inequities, due to the impact of its market power. The small scale sector also generates

ine¢ ciencies, because technological absorption has public good features that slow it down.

E¤orts in technological absorption are repeated by producers, and restricted to small scale

pursuits, that are not pooled to produce better results. In addition, unexcludable innovation
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is not conducted. The model shows that market power also reduces steady state capital

accumulation and wage levels even with respect to achieved technological levels, let alone

their potential levels.

The model implies a causal structure in economic growth running from the relative size

of the large scale sector to aggregate economic variables. A cointegration analysis of US

data at the state level over the period 1997 to 2011, including information on production

by employment size, GDP, top 1 and top 10 percent income shares, and poverty rates, gives

strong evidence for this hypothesis.

Free market institutions can support both competition and market power. The optimality

of free market policies depends on what state of competition is actually promoted by the

economy. In the presence of innovation-for-pro�ts and mass production, the theoretical

analysis shows that they can lead to income concentration and that the overall level of

wages can remain below its potential level. Our causal empirical analysis shows that in fact

the large scale sector does determine income concentration, wage levels, and poverty.

The current levels of income concentration, wages and poverty are not the only possible

ones. The model shows that e¢ ciency and equity in production and innovation can be pro-

moted together by reducing market power� the essence of Adam Smith�s democratic insights

on competition� and by recognizing the public good nature of technological absorption in the

small scale sector. We de�ne a market power tax that encourages production rather than

pro�t rates, can generate a more equitable mass market economy, yet levies zero taxes in

equilibrium. Pro�t taxes can also be used to generate e¢ ciency and equity.

The challenge is to make mass production, the workhorse of modern wealth, equitable

and truly responsive to pressing economic needs. The mass market economy model, which

basically consists of analyzing the mutual impact of economic sectors with and without

market power, can serve as a basis for understanding a series of economic and political

issues that are characterized by the contradictory impacts of innovation and competition on

welfare and distribution, such as income concentration, poverty, increased corporate political

in�uence under deregulation, sustainability in the face of both poverty and corporate power,

the global business cycle, and so on.
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8. Appendix A. Adam Smith and large scale production

When Adam Smith (1776) explained the bene�ts of competition in a free market, he

addressed an economy made mostly of small producers using only labor-powered machines.23

Britain�s �rst true factory, a water-powered mill, was �rst built in 1771. Two important

patents, 1769 and 1775, were involved in achieving industrial-scale cotton production.24

Thus Smith formulated his insights on free markets, cast as preferable to monopoly and other

rent-seeking policies,25 before the Industrial Revolution developed large scale production. The

US Constitution, adopted in 1787, also laid the foundations for democracy and a market

economy before the introduction of large scale production in the US in 1790.26

Almost a Century later, the Second Industrial Revolution (1867-1914), based on scienti�c

innovation, generated the basic manufacturing sectors such as steel, oil, mining, telephone,

automobile (Smil, 2005). These manufacturing sectors, as well as the banking sector, con-

solidated into huge enterprises in the late 19th and early 20th Centuries, in waves of mergers

also featuring vertical integration (Lipton, 2006; Lamoreaux, 1991). The Sherman Antitrust

Act of 1890 gives a �avor of this era that culminated in mass production with Henry Ford�s

1913 assembly line producing a Model T every 93 minutes (Domm, 2009).

Another Century later, mass production remains the basis of modern productivity, and

the force behind globalization. As reported by the U.S. Census Bureau, from 1935 to 1992,

the average production of the four largest �rms in 459 industries was 38.4% of all shipments.

Similarly, from 1992 to 2002, the 200 largest manufacturing companies accounted for 40% of

manufacturing value added.27 The world�s top 100 non-�nancial transnational corporations

produced 14.1 percent of global output in 2008 (UNCTAD, 2008).

How would Adam Smith have addressed mass production? What is the trade-o¤ between

the physical productivity of large scale �rms, and the impact of their market power on other

economic sectors, on distribution, e¢ ciency and growth? These are the questions we address

using today�s methodology in Economics.

23When he describes production, Smith (1776) mentions machines frequently, but refers neither to engines nor
to the use of steam, water or wind power. The �rst steam locomotive railway was built in 1804 (Rattenbury
and Lewis, 2004).
24The mill was built by Richard Arkwright at Cromford, Derbishire, and eventually employed more than
800 workers (Fitton, 1989).
25�Monopoly of one kind or another, indeed, seems to be the sole engine of the mercantile system�(Smith,
1776).
26Samuel Slater brought the secrets of British textile machinery to the US (Everett, 2006).
27Data from U.S. Census Bureau � Economic Census. 1992. �Concentration Ratios for the U.S.�
http://www.census.gov/epcd/www/concentration92-47.xls., read 9/7/2010.
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9. Appendix B. Proofs

Proof of Theorem 1. 1) d
d�

�
��(1��)� + �� (1� �)

�
= ����1 (1� ��1) (1� �) > 0, so from

(2.17), dZt
d�
< 0. 2) See (2.10). 3) See (2.11). 4) See (2.16).�

Proof of Theorem 2. Di¤erentiate (2.11) and note (2.13).�

Proof of Theorem 4. 1) Below {0, since {0 < �, the incentives are to raise prices to

increase pro�ts. Hence �rms will select the mark up {0. Above {0, the derivative with
respect to { of (1� � ({))�Lt ({) = (1� � 0 ({ � {0)) (1� {�1) zt is negative if

0 > �� 0
�
1� {�1

�
+ (1� � 0 ({ � {0)){�2(9.1)
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{2 � {
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+ 1� � 0 ({ � {0) :(9.2)

For {0 > 1 to satisfy the inequality we need � 0 ({20 � {0) > 1, that is, � 0 > 1
{0({0�1) . The

inequality remains valid for { > {0 since the next derivative with {, �� 0 (2{ � 1)� � 0 < 0
for these values. Observe that the marginal tax on pro�ts at {0 is

(9.3)
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= 1:618, which will only stop holding

in this stylized case when the pro�t rate is above 61:8%.

2) Let {0 = 1. Then the derivative of (1� � ({))�Lt ({) is negative if
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Proof of Proposition 1. The incumbent�s mark up, at time t+�t will be �AL(t+�t;v)
ALt+�t

. Thus,

using myopic perfect foresight, at any given time t she maximizes her expected rate of change
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L 2 (0; 1) are the pro�t tax and innovation subsidy.
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since all other terms are zero. Note that since ~AL (t; v) = ALt, @
@v
~AL (t; v) = 0. Substituting

(4.1) and simplifying,

(9.8) 0 = (1� ��L) (1� �)�LS�Ltv��
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�ALt

�
�
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:
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where we add a subscript L for reference. Substituting this result in (4.1), and writing
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Proof of Proposition 2. Small scale innovation (4.4) is now analogous to large scale inno-

vation (4.1) except that �L becomes �S
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ALt

��
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N
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and rate of technological change given by (4.6).�

Proof of Theorem 5. Since limat!0H (at) = 1, H 0 < 0 and H (1) < 0 there is a unique

steady state a� 2 (0; 1) given by H (a�) = 0. Moreover a� < ��1 since H (��1) < 0. The

steady state level a� is given by (4.9). Since the RHS is increasing, @a
�

@�
> 0. The growth

rate is given by

(9.12) � =
d

dt
lnALt

����
at=a�

=
d

dt
lnASt

����
at=a�

;

which simpli�es to (4.10). Now, this expression is decreasing in a�, and also decreasing in �,

because d
d�

���

���1+(1��) = �
�(1��)(��1)
��(�+����)2 < 0. Since

@a�

@�
> 0, it follows that @

�

@�
< 0.

Addressing changes in �, note from (4.9) that @a
�

@�
= 0. Then from (4.10)

(9.13)
1

&

d

d�
ln � = � ln (�a�) + �� 1

� + �� �� > 0;

since �a� < 1 and d
d�
ln (���1 + (1� �)) = � ��1

�+���� .
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Next, by (4.9), �&~�S =
~�La

�&

(1�a�) so, di¤erentiating by ~�S,

(9.14) �& = ~�L
d

da�
(
a�&

1� a� )
@a�

@~�S
= ~�La

�(&�1)a
� + & (1� a�)
(1� a�)2

@a�

@~�S
:

Hence @a�

@~�S
> 0. Note that applying (4.9) to (4.10),

(9.15) � =
�

���L
�+(1��)�

�&
~�La

�&(1��);

so it follows that @�

@~�S
> 0. Similarly �&

~�L
= a�&

~�S(1�a�)
so, di¤erentiating by ~�L,

@a�

@~�L
< 0.

Di¤erentiating (4.10) with ~�L,
@�

@~�L
= @�

@a�
@a�

@~�L
> 0.�

Proof of Theorem 6. 1) When ��L = �
�
L = 0 and � ! 1, 1���L

(1���L)�
! 1 so innovation tends

to e¢ ciency.

2) When the incentives of a market power tax hold, � is replaced by {0. Thus in the limit
the previous case applies.

3) Observe that the function ��L = f (�
�
L) = 1 � 'L + ���L (for which

1���L
1���L

= �) satis�es

f('L�1
'L
) = 0, f (1) = 1 and f 0 (��L) = � > 1. The government surplus or de�cit in establishing

taxes and subsidies ��L, �
�
L is given by

(9.16) G (��L) = �
�
f (��L) (1� ��1)zt � ��LvLt

�
:

Let us evaluate this government surplus or de�cit at ��L =
��1
�
and ��L = 1. In the �rst

case ��L = 0; while �
�
L > 0, so G(

'L�1
'L
) < 0. In the second case

(9.17) G (1) = �
�
(1� ��1)zt � vLt

�
:

Since this quantity, aggregate pro�ts minus optimal innovation costs, is positive by assump-

tion,

(9.18) G0 (��L) = �
�
�(1� ��1)zt � vLt

�
> �

�
(1� ��1)zt � vLt

�
� 0

by the same assumption. Hence by the Intermediate Value Theorem there exists ��L 2
(��1
�
; 1) for which the government budget is balanced. At this value ��L, �

�
L 2 (0; 1). If

instead G (1) < 0 a lump sum tax on wages is needed to obtain optimal innovation with a

balanced budget.

4) The previous statements show this for ALt. As for ASt, in Theorem 5 we showed that

by addressing the public good nature of technological absorption and therefore raising ~�S,

the small scale sector technological steady state could be raised.�



Table 1: Causality results between large-to-aggregate ratios, aggregate indicators, and 

inequality indicators (see Tables C.4 to C.6 in the appendix)  

x/y w + l - y  y – l  y w l-p w+l-p top10 top1 poverty
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(+)*** 

1  
(–) 

l-p              
3 
(+)*** 

1 
(+)*** 

w+l-p            
1
(+)*** 

3 
(+)*** 

1 
(‐)*** 

Notes: The number represents the number of significant cointegration test results (i.e. from a row variable (x) 
to a column variable (y)). The absence of an entry means that either the null hypothesis of “cointegration” or 
the null hypothesis of “weak exogeneity” (in the case of cointegration) was rejected. The sign and significance 
level of the long-run relationships are estimated by two dynamic OLS estimations – one contemporaneous and 
one with one lag. In the case of a significant causal relation, a sign and its significance level is assigned if both 
coefficients have the same sign. The variables lL and wL are log employment and wages in firms with 500 or 
more workers; l and w are log aggregate employment and average wages; y is log aggregate income; wL+lL and 
w+l represent log payrolls; top1 and top10 are log income shares of the top 1 and 10% income earners; and 
poverty is the log of the poverty rate. 
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Figure 2: Causal diagram between large-to-aggregate ratios, aggregate indicators, and 

inequality indicators (see Tables C.4 to C.6 in the appendix). Each arrow represents  

significant cointegration and DOLS, and weak exogeneity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes. The types of arrows represent the number of significant entries for each causal 
relationship: 1       ; 2         ; 3          ; or 4           . The relationships are positive unless 
indicated with a negative sign. The sign is assigned as described in the text and in Table 1, 
and arrows are only represented if they have a consistent significant sign. ,  are log 
employment and wages in firms with 500 or more workers.  and  are log aggregate 
employment and average wages.  is log aggregate income. 1 and 10 are log income 
shares of the top 1 and 10% income earners. Some arrows are grey and dotted only to 
unclutter the diagram. Poverty is the log of the poverty rate. ,  represent log 
payrolls. 
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APPENDIX C. ESTIMATION Figures and TABLES 

C.1: Cointegration diagram between ratios, economy and inequality indicators  

Figure C.1: Cointegration diagram between large-to-aggregate ratios, aggregate indica-

tors, and inequality indicators (see Tables C.4 to C.7 in the appendix) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note. The types of arrows represent the number of significant entries for each causal relation-
ship: 1       ; 2       ; 3          ; or 4           . The relationships are positive unless indicated with 
a negative sign. The sign is assigned as described in the text and in Table 1, and arrows are 
only represented if they have a consistent sign.  ,  are log employment and wages in firms 
with 500 or more workers.  and  are log aggregate employment and average wages.  is log 
aggregate income. 1 and 10 are log income shares of the top 1 and 10% income 
earners. Some arrows are grey and dotted only to unclutter the diagram. Poverty is the log of 
the poverty rate. ,  represent log payrolls. 
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C.2: Descriptive Analysis and Unit Root Test Results: 

Table C.2.1: Descriptive analysis  
Annual data for 50 states plus DC from 1997-2011. 
  Obs. Mean Std. Dev. Min Max Trend 
All Firms: 
    y income 765 17.063 1.037 14.975 19.613 0.024 (2.76)*** 
    y-l income per employee 765 2.936 0.176 2.637 3.634 0.017 (12.59)*** 
    w average wage rate 765 1.879 0.169 1.514 2.436 0.01 (7.03)*** 
    l employment 765 14.126 1.029 11.994 16.443 0.007 (0.8) 
    w+l payroll  765 16.005 1.104 13.638 18.561 0.017 (1.79)* 
    Number of establishments 765 143,065 152,959 17,680 891,997 915.093 (0.71) 
    Number of firms 765 116,542 125,261 15,632 730,789 438.749 (0.42) 
Firms with 500 or more employees (L):
    wL average wage rate 765 1.991 0.172 1.622 2.518 0.01 (7.17)*** 
    lL employment 765 13.376 1.117 10.81 15.719 0.011 (1.15) 
    wL+lL payroll 765 15.368 1.184 12.731 17.967 0.021 (2.10)** 
    Number of establishments 765 20,881 21,764 1,584 120,396 445.296 (2.45)*** 
    Number of firms 765 2,249 1,222 456 5,820 15.254 (1.49) 
Notes: Except the number of establishment and the number of firms, all variables in lower letters are used as 
logarithms and, if measured as a nominal value, are deflated. Large scale firms (L) are defined by employment 
above 500. Running a simple regression of each variables regarding time detects time tendencies. Coefficients 
with the standard deviation are given parenthesis in the last column. 
 

Table C.2.2: Panel unit root tests with cross-sectional dependence by LLC (2002), IPS (2003) and PES 
(2007); levels 
Annual data for 50 states plus DC from 1997-2011. 
 LLC, L(1) IPS, L(1) PES, L(1) LLC, L(2) IPS, Lag(2) PES, L(2) 
Aggregate Economy 
(w+l)-y -5.989 (0) -0.9766 (0.16) 0.378 (0.65) -3.3943 (0) -1.0617 (0.14) 2.991 (1) 
y-l -5.1105 (0) 0.3 (0.62) 1.577 (0.94) -2.438 (0.01) 0.3921 (0.65) 2.293 (0.99) 
y -6.8283 (0) -0.2178 (0.41) 1.231 (0.9) -3.595 (0) -0.5819 (0.28) 1.802 (0.96) 
w -8.8018 (0) -3.0035 (0) -0.431 (0.33) -9.8547 (0) -5.4653 (0) 3.459 (1) 
l-p -6.1139 (0) 0.2949 (0.62) 0.611 (0.73) -4.6341 (0) -1.3921 (0.08) 2.037 (0.98) 
w+l-p -9.1112 (0) -2.3248 (0.01) 1.116 (0.87) -6.4925 (0) -2.4453 (0.01) 6.661 (1) 
Large Scale Ratios 
(wL+lL)- 
    (w+l) 

-7.3068 (0) -0.9596 (0.17) -4.618 (0) -6.8702 (0) -1.6437 (0.05) -1.986 (0.02) 

lL-l -8.7488 (0) -2.2418 (0.01) -3.036 (0) -4.7447 (0) -1.2613 (0.1) 0.511 (0.7) 
wL-w -6.5954 (0) -1.0797 (0.14) 0.756 (0.78) -4.5714 (0) -0.5444 (0.29) 2.962 (1) 
Income Inequality 
top10 -12.1722 (0) -4.6892 (0) -1.281 (0.1) -16.2029 (0) -4.6057 (0) 0.065 (0.53) 
top1 1.976 (0.98) 4.1766 (1) -5.705 (0) 11.015 (1) 7.2152 (1) 2.703 (1) 
poverty -7.2445 (0) -2.9367 (0) -1.403 (0) -1.581 (0.06) -0.864 (0.19) 3.6 (1) 
Notes: All variables are used as logarithms (i.e. are given in low letters). The null hypothesis is nonstationari-
ty, while the alternative hypothesis for LLC is that all individual series and for IPS and PES is that some indi-
vidual series are stationary with individual first order autoregressive coefficient. The adjusted test statistics for 
LLC (adjusted t*), IPS (w[t-bar]) and PES (z[t-bar]) and convergence asymptotically to a standard normal 
distribution. The p-values are given in parenthesis. Test statistics account for cross-sectional dependence by 
removing cross-sectional means from the series in the case of LLC and IPS and by augmenting cross-sectional 
averages of lagged levels and first differences of the individual series in the case of PES. Tests are imple-
mented with a constant and a trend in the test regression. 
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Table C.2.3: Panel unit root tests with cross-sectional dependence by LLC (2002) and IPS (2007); first 
differences 
Annual data for 50 states plus DC from 1997-2011. 
 LLC, L(1) IPS, L(1) PES, L(1) LLC, L(2) IPS, Lag(2) PES, L(2) 
Aggregate Economy 
d.((w+l)-y) -12.965 (0) -10.9644 (0) -7.564 (0) -0.2688 (0.39) -5.1358 (0) -1.827 (0.03) 
d.y-l -10.8145 (0) -9.4298 (0) -5.6 (0) -1.763 (0.04) -5.0788 (0) -1.637 (0.05)
d.y -9.8049 (0) -6.752 (0) -2.718 (0) -5.1273 (0) -4.746 (0) 0.16 (0.56) 
d.w -13.6655 (0) -10.4273 (0) -7.138 (0) -13.5651 (0) -10.796 (0) 0.563 (0.71) 
d.(l-p) -8.0786 (0) -6.0768 (0) -4.124 (0) -4.3754 (0) -4.7102 (0) -0.906 (0.18)
d.(w+l-p) -11.4319 (0) -7.6646 (0) -3.793 (0) -10.9091 (0) -6.9474 (0) 2.616 (1) 
Large Scale Ratios 
d.((wL+lL)- 
         (w+l)) 

-12.6587 (0) -9.8821 (0) -8.754 (0) -4.9956 (0) -6.1338 (0) -4.725 (0) 

d.(lL-l) -11.9123 (0) -9.1286 (0) -6.547 (0) -5.0654 (0) -6.0336 (0) -1.72 (0.04) 
d.(wL-w) -13.4824 (0) -11.8791 (0) -5.078 (0) -1.2798 (0.1) -5.7672 (0) 1.601 (0.95) 
Income Inequality 
d.top1 -16.5169 (0) -11.3548 (0) -4.987 (0) -13.1909 (0) -11.109 (0) -2.089 (0.02) 
d.top10 -8.5389 (0) -6.4092 (0) -2.23 (0) 3.1442 (1) -1.2 (0.11) -0.062 (0.48) 
d.poverty -17.606 (0) -15.708 (0) -8.936 (0) 1.565 (0.94) -6.8503 (0) 0.1 (0.54) 
Notes: All variables are used as logarithms (i.e. are given in low letters). The null hypothesis is nonstationari-
ty, while the alternative hypothesis for LLC is that all individual series and for IPS and PES is that some indi-
vidual series are stationary with individual first order autoregressive coefficient. The adjusted test statistics for 
LLC (adjusted t*), IPS (w[t-bar]) and PES (z[t-bar]) and convergence asymptotically to a standard normal 
distribution. The p-values are given in parenthesis. Test statistics account for cross-sectional dependence by 
removing cross-sectional means from the series in the case of LLC and IPS and by augmenting cross-sectional 
averages of lagged levels and first differences of the individual series in the case of PES. Tests are imple-
mented with a constant and a trend in the test regression. 
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C.3: Serial Correlation and Cross-Sectional Dependence Test Results 

Table C.3.1: Serial correlation tests by Wooldrige (2002) and cross-sectional dependence tests by Pese-
ran (2004) in panel-data models; ratio on economy 
Annual data for 50 states plus DC from 1997-2011. 
Serial Correlation: 

 (w+l)-y y-l y w l-p w+l-p 
(wL+lL)-(w+l) 461.74 (0) 299.3 (0) 612.96 (0) 409.26 (0) 1171.02 (0) 1102.75 (0) 
lL-l 338.61 (0) 326.75 (0) 460.87 (0) 199.52 (0) 988.44 (0) 742.99 (0) 
wL-w 280.2 (0) 346.17 (0) 707.13 (0) 882.96 (0) 763.61 (0) 1629.85 (0) 
Cross-Sectional Dependence: 

 (w+l)-y y-l y w l-p w+l-p 
Hausman-Test       
(wL+lL)-(w+l) 0.01 (1) 1.20 (0.55) -7.75 1.54 (0.46) 0 (1) 0.49 (0.78) 
lL-l 0.24 (0.88) 1.38 (0.5) -10.38 0.79 (0.67) 5.08 (0.08) 0.45 (0.8) 
wL-w 3.46 (0.18) 0.38 (0.83) 9.75 (0) 0.35 (0.84) 0 (1) 0.13 (0.94) 
Pesaran, FE       
(wL+lL)-(w+l) 58.203 (0) 29.829 (0) 43.399 (0) 52.083 (0) 70.891 (0) 67.55 (0) 
lL-l 52.092 (0) 29.759 (0) 44.088 (0) 46.925 (0) 79.427 (0) 67.411 (0) 
wL-w 57.144 (0) 30.796 (0) 37.974 (0) 54.481 (0) 64.784 (0) 55.702 (0) 
Pesaran, RE       
(wL+lL)-(w+l) 58.191 (0) 29.917 (0) 44.129 (0) 52.032 (0) 70.879 (0) 67.658 (0) 
lL-l 52.248 (0) 29.815 (0) 44.602 (0) 46.766 (0) 78.622 (0) 67.432 (0) 
wL-w 56.68 (0) 30.799 (0) 37.939 (0) 54.412 (0) 64.789 (0) 55.626 (0) 
Notes: All variables are used as logarithms (i.e. are given in low letters). Serial Correlation: Tests are imple-
mented pairwise using the residuals from a regression in first differences. The null hypothesis is no first-order 
autocorrelation in panel data by Wooldrige (2002). F-test statistics and p-values (in parenthesis) are given. 
Cross-sectional dependencies: Tests are implemented pairwise with a constant and a trend in the test regres-
sion using a fixed-effect (FE) or random-effect (RE) model specification. The null hy-pothesis is no systemat-
ic difference in coefficients in the case of Hausman (1978), while a cross-sectional independence in panel data 
is assumed for the null hypothesis in the case of Pesaran (2004). Chi-test statistics and F-test statistics with 
their p-values (in parenthesis) are given respectively. 
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Table C.3.2: Serial correlation tests by Wooldrige (2002) and cross-sectional dependence tests by Pese-
ran (2004) in panel-data models; ratio on inequality 
Annual data for 50 states plus DC from 1997-2011. 
Serial Correlation: 

 top10 top1 poverty 
wL+lL)-(w+l) 15.681 (0) 114.159 (0) 77.376 (0) 
lL-l 15.378 (0) 113.946 (0) 77.524 (0) 
wL-w 15.638 (0) 118.360 (0) 78.230 (0) 
Cross-Sectional Dependence: 

 top10 top1 poverty 
Hausman-Test    
wL+lL)-(w+l) 9.92 (0) 29.63 (0) 0.64 (0.73) 
lL-l 11.45 (0) 16.19 (0) 5.86 (0.05) 
wL-w 1.46 (0.48) 1.46 (0.47) 3.03 (0.22) 
Pesaran, FE    
wL+lL)-(w+l) 93.511 (0) 82.190 (0) 31.284 (0) 
lL-l 93.049 (0) 84.08 (0) 50.64 (0) 
wL-w 92.775 (0) 85.915 (0) 28.769 (0) 
Pesaran, RE    
wL+lL)-(w+l) 93.472 (0) 85.816 (0) 31.209 (0) 
lL-l 93.196 (0) 86.118 (0) 31.207 (0) 
wL-w 92.825 (0) 86.158 (0) 29.138 (0) 
Notes: All variables are used as logarithms (i.e. are given in low letters). Serial Correlation: Tests are imple-
mented pairwise using the residuals from a regression in first differences. The null hypothesis is no first-order 
autocorrelation in panel data by Wooldrige (2002). F-test statistics and p-values (in parenthesis) are given. 
Cross-sectional dependencies: Tests are implemented pairwise with a constant and a trend in the test regres-
sion using a fixed-effect (FE) or random-effect (RE) model specification. The null hy-pothesis is no systemat-
ic difference in coefficients in the case of Hausman (1978), while a cross-sectional independence in panel data 
is assumed for the null hypothesis in the case of Pesaran (2004). Chi-test statistics and F-test statistics with 
their p-values (in parenthesis) are given respectively. 
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Table C.3.3: Serial correlation tests by Wooldrige (2002) and cross-sectional dependence tests by Pese-
ran (2004) in panel-data models; economy on inequality 
Annual data for 50 states plus DC from 1997-2011. 
Serial Correlation 

 top10 top1 poverty 
(w+l)-y 17.254 (0) 131.349 (0) 59.577 (0) 
y-l 14.450 (0) 116.866 (0) 73.571 (0) 
y 10.716 (0) 92.113 (0) 78.701 (0) 
w 14.562 (0) 122.377 (0) 75.724 (0) 
l-p 10.688 (0) 61.334 (0) 50.541 (0) 
w+l-p 9.902 (0) 78.076 (0) 57.057 (0) 
Cross-Sectional Dependence 

 top10 top1 poverty 
Hausman-Test    
(w+l)-y 0.14 (0.93) 3.11 (0.21) 2.3 (0.32) 
y-l 13.81 (0) 10.14 (0.01) 0.02 (0.99) 
y 25.25 (0) 41.49 (0) 105.11 (0) 
w 2.18 (0.34) 0.35 (0.84) 30 (0) 
l-p 1.96 (0.37) 75.95 (0) 13.56 (0) 
w+l-p 0.87 (0.65) 45.28 (0) 41.44 (0) 
Pesaran, FE    
(w+l)-y 92.393 (0) 85.989 (0) 18.501 (0) 
y-l 92.697 (0) 85.98 (0) 31.794 (0) 
y 85.620 (0) 74.072 (0) 18.661 (0) 
w 93.766 (0) 86.202 (0) 18.954 (0) 
l-p 76.087 (0) 59.476 (0) 14.415 (0) 
w+l-p 84.222 (0) 73.309 (0) 7.488 (0) 
Pesaran, RE  
(w+l)-y 92.431 (0) 86.232 (0) 19.451 (0) 
y-l 93.037 (0) 86.244 (0) 31.74 (0) 
y 90.883 (0) 85.486 (0) 29.979 (0) 
w 93.832 (0) 86.091 (0) 22.593 (0) 
l-p 77.008 (0) 71.840 (0) 15.356 (0) 
w+l-p 84.776 (0) 81.274 (0) 11.122 (0) 
Notes: All variables are used as logarithms (i.e. are given in low letters). Serial Correlation: Tests are imple-
mented pairwise using the residuals from a regression in first differences. The null hypothesis is no first-order 
autocorrelation in panel data by Wooldrige (2002). F-test statistics and p-values (in parenthesis) are given. 
Cross-sectional dependencies: Tests are implemented pairwise with a constant and a trend in the test regres-
sion using a fixed-effect (FE) or random-effect (RE) model specification. The null hy-pothesis is no systemat-
ic difference in coefficients in the case of Hausman (1978), while a cross-sectional independence in panel data 
is assumed for the null hypothesis in the case of Pesaran (2004). Chi-test statistics and F-test statistics with 
their p-values (in parenthesis) are given respectively. 
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C.4: Panel Cointegration Test Results 

Table C.4.1: Panel cointegration tests by Westerlund (2007), ratio on economy; lag (0) and lag(1) 
Annual data for 50 states plus DC from 1997-2011. 

lag(0)) (w+l)-y y-l y w l-p w+l-p 
(wL+lL)-(w+l)       
    G  8.375 (0.98) 3.705 (0.65) 0.953 (0.36) 1.093 (0.36) 13.521 (1) 6.253 (0.87) 

    G  9.177 (0.77) 8.772 (0.43) 9.023 (0.63) 7.559 (0.19) 11.083 (1) 9.532 (0.81) 

    P  7.232 (0.8) 5.733 (0.62) 4.324 (0.38) 2.652 (0.21) 11.11 (0.96) 5.777 (0.65) 

    P  6.322 (0.38) 5.844 (0.18) 6.457 (0.4) 4.764 (0.05) 8.282 (0.92) 6.487 (0.47) 

lL-l       
    G  6.937 (0.93) 0.95 (0.4) 2.711 (0.54) -3.85 (0.08) 15.643 (1) 6.113 (0.85) 

    G  8.116 (0.18) 8.457 (0.24) 9.146 (0.67) 6.966 (0.01) 10.54 (0.94) 9.473 (0.63) 

    P  5.623 (0.61) 4.616 (0.47) 5.687 (0.58) -0.707 (0.06) 11.61 (0.96) 6.184 (0.66) 

    P  5.712 (0.14) 5.351 (0.07) 6.409 (0.35) 3.84 (0) 7.431 (0.62) 6.357 (0.3) 

wL-w       
    G  3.323 (0.65) 3.08 (0.53) 6.8 (0.92) -1.798 (0.18) 9.083 (0.95) 0.34 (0.28) 

    G  7.93 (0.12) 8.651 (0.34) 9.741 (0.95) 6.071 (0) 8.582 (0.3) 7.406 (0.03) 

    P  4.562 (0.53) 6.322 (0.25) 6.377 (0.69) 0.724 (0.11) 7.561 (0.7) 3.529 (0.29) 

    P  5.786 (0.17) 7.153 (0.27) 6.929 (0.58) 4.232 (0.01) 5.777 (0.1) 4.586 (0.02) 

lag(1) (w+l)-y y-l y w l-p w+l-p 
(wL+lL)-(w+l)       
    G  2.854 (0.64) 6.427 (0.89) -0.186 (0.3) -10.49 (0.03) 11.59 (0.99) 8.349 (0.93) 

    G  10.059 (0.41) 10.5 (0.95) 9.972 (0.8) 8.562 (0.78) 11.6 (1) 10.75 (0.93) 

    P  6.209 (0.55) 7.667 (0.34) 5.41 (0.44) -3.035 (0) 11.91 (0.97) 7.765 (0.69) 

    P  7.406 (0.3) 7.869 (0.73) 7.827 (0.6) 5.974 (0.17) 8.951 (0.96) 7.923 (0.59) 

lL-l       
    G  -3.923 (0.11) 1.01 (0.43) 2.626 (0.57) -7.932 (0.05) 16.57 (1) 5.103 (0.77) 

    G  9.342 (0.24) 10.42 (0.95) 10.27 (0.86) 8.214 (0.94) 11.05 (0.98) 9.839 (0.44) 

    P  5.764 (0.28) 8.472 (0.36) 5.593 (0.48) -2.047 (0) 11.76 (0.95) 3.851 (0.27) 

    P  7.694 (0.49) 7.82 (0.81) 7.954 (0.74) 5.799 (0.42) 8.35 (0.8) 6.924 (0.19) 

wL-w       
    G  -1.119 (0.27) 3.123 (0.48) 2.999 (0.62) -2.506 (0.17) 8.034 (0.86) 1.195 (0.45) 

    G  9.333 (0.17) 10.11 (0.04) 10.41 (0.9) 8.712 (0.92) 10.32 (0.44) 8.885 (0.05) 

    P  3.678 (0.28) 6.9 (0.01) 7.909 (0.77) -0.744 (0) 8.898 (0.32) 4.859 (0.41) 

    P  7.057 (0.26) 7.714 (0.06) 7.86 (0.73) 6.239 (0.4) 7.265 (0.07) 6.055 (0.04) 

Notes: All variables are used as logarithms (i.e. are given in low letters). Westerlund (2007) presents four 
different panel cointegration tests with a null hypothesis of no cointegration. While G  and G  test the al-
ternative hypothesis of least one unit is cointegrated (i.e. group mean tests), P  and P  test if the panel is 
cointegrated as a whole (i.e. panel mean tests). Short run dynamics are restricted to one lag and one lead. The 
“kernel with” is chosen according to the formula of 4(T/100)^2/9 and therefore to 3. All tests are implemented 
pairwise with a constant and a trend in the test regression. The robust p-values are given in parenthesis and are 
based on a bootstrapped distribution using 800 bootstrap replications in order to deal with cross-sectional 
dependencies.  
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Table C.4.2: Panel cointegration tests by Westerlund (2007); ratio on inequality, lag(0) 
Annual data for 50 states plus DC from 1997-2011. 

 top10 top1 poverty 
(wL+lL)-(w+l)    
    G  -5.855 (0.04) 3.409 (0.39) 0.313 (0.28) 

    G  8.814 (0.22) 9.184 (0.36) 8.956 (0.7) 

    P  -3.98 (0.02) 3.670 (0.08) 1.571 (0.12) 

    P  4.992 (0.04) 5.772 (0.04) 5.956 (0.23) 

lL-l    
    G  -1.909 (0.15) 8.309 (0.81) -4.688 (0.04) 

    G  7.838 (0.05) 9.244 (0.3) 8.311 (0.29) 

    P  -4.894 (0.01) 5.924 (0.14) 1.939 (0.15) 

    P  4.138 (0.02) 5.674 (0.02) 5.111 (0.06) 

wL-w    
    G  3.211 (0.56) 9.833 (0.91) -0.795 (0.18) 

    G  8.544 (0.2) 9.362 (0.37) 7.866 (0.26) 

    P  1.682 (0.19) 8.17 (0.42) 1.878 (0.15 

    P  5.472 (0.1) 6.379 (0.08) 5.128 (0.07) 

Notes: All variables are used as logarithms (i.e. are given in low letters). Westerlund (2007) presents four 
different panel cointegration tests with a null hypothesis of no cointegration. While G  and G  test the al-
ternative hypothesis of least one unit is cointegrated (i.e. group mean tests), P  and P  test if the panel is 
cointegrated as a whole (i.e. panel mean tests). Short run dynamics are restricted to one lag and one lead. The 
“kernel with” is chosen according to the formula of 4(T/100)^2/9 and therefore to 3. All tests are implemented 
pairwise with a constant and a trend in the test regression. The robust p-values are given in parenthesis and are 
based on a bootstrapped distribution using 800 bootstrap replications in order to deal with cross-sectional 
dependencies.  
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Table C.4.3: Panel cointegration tests by Westerlund (2007); economy on inequality, lag(0) 
Annual data for 50 states plus DC from 1997-2011. 

 top10 top1 poverty 
(w+l)-y    
    G  4.792 (0.64) 10.56 (0.76) 1.773 (0.43) 

    G  9.592 (0.46) 9.945 (0.24) 8.715 (0.47) 

    P  3.419 (0.19) 9.274 (0.1) 1.958 (0.18) 

    P  6.388 (0.18) 6.961 (0.04) 5.746 (0.2) 

y-l    
    G  4.133 (0.05) 12.92 (0.9) -3.269 (0.09) 

    G  10.44 (0) 10.95 (0.16) 9.298 (0.79) 

    P  4.105 (0) 11.47 (0.03) 1.508 (0.13) 

    P  7.401 (0) 7.928 (0.03) 6.116 (0.32) 

y    
    G  2.489 (0.48) 7.485 (0.62) -0.534 (0.25) 

    G  10.72 (0.96) 11.23 (0.5) 9.442 (0.88) 

    P  7.793 (0.39) 9.558 (0.02) 1.77 (0.16) 

    P  8.323 (0.49) 8.923 (0.07) 6.929 (0.68) 

w  
    G  0.095 (0.25) 8.243 (0.81) -2.67 (0.12) 

    G  9.752 (0.62) 10.64 (0.83) 9.282 (0.79) 

    P  2.134 (0.16) 9.375 (0.29) 4.918 (0.48) 

    P  6.765 (0.31) 8.155 (0.32) 7.114 (0.73) 

l-p    
    G  3.758 (0.6) 0.322 (0.13) -3.214 (0.11) 

    G  9.864 (0.56) 9.66 (0.03) 8.698 (0.59) 

    P  4.127 (0.47) 2.753 (0) -0.421 (0.07) 

    P  7.382 (0.56) 7.039 (0.01) 6.522 (0.54) 

w+l-p    
    G  -5.896 (0.07) 1.708 (0.154) -4.996 (0.05) 

    G  10.429 (0.8) 9.896 (0.07) 7.679 (0.23) 

    P  1.417 (0.17) 8.447 (0.02) 1.881 (0.19) 

    P  8.227 (0.87) 7.767 (0.04) 5.941 (0.35) 

Notes: All variables are used as logarithms (i.e. are given in low letters). Westerlund (2007) presents four 
different panel cointegration tests with a null hypothesis of no cointegration. While G  and G  test the al-
ternative hypothesis of least one unit is cointegrated (i.e. group mean tests), P  and P  test if the panel is 
cointegrated as a whole (i.e. panel mean tests). Short run dynamics are restricted to one lag and one lead. The 
“kernel with” is chosen according to the formula of 4(T/100)^2/9 and therefore to 3. All tests are implemented 
pairwise with a constant and a trend in the test regression. The robust p-values are given in parenthesis and are 
based on a bootstrapped distribution using 800 bootstrap replications in order to deal with cross-sectional 
dependencies.  
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C.5: Dynamic OLS Estimation Results 

Table C.5.1: Dynamic OLS by Stock and Watson (1993) with lag(1) and lead (1) of first differences; 
ratio on economy 
Annual data for 50 states plus DC from 1997-2011. 

 (w+l)-y y-l y w l-p w+l-p 
(wL+lL)-(w+l)       
    L(0) 0.493 

(13.58)*** 
0.126 
(2.23)** 

6.478 
(24.44)*** 

0.619 
(11.69)*** 

0.274 
(5.75)*** 

0.893 
(10.21)*** 

    L(1) 0.495 
(13.09)*** 

0.116 
(1.97)** 

6.414 
(23.41)*** 

0.611 
(11.12)*** 

0.249 
(5.06)*** 

0.859 
(9.48)*** 

lL-l       
    L(0) 0.422 

(13.57)*** 
0.042  
(0.87) 

5.088 
(21.18)***

0.464 
(9.96)***

0.289 
(7.15)*** 

0.753 
(9.99)***

    L(1) 0.428 
(13.24)*** 

0.031  
(0.61) 

5.035 
(20.40)*** 

0.459 
(9.52)*** 

0.271 
(6.51)*** 

0.73 
(9.36)*** 

wL-w       
    L(0) -0.705  

(-6.47)*** 
0.548 
(3.56)*** 

-4.668  
(-4.77)*** 

-0.158  
(-0.99) 

-0.926  
(-7.18)*** 

-1.083 
 (-4.27)*** 

    L(1) -0.716  
(-6.31)*** 

0.548 
(3.41)*** 

-4.868  
(-4.82)*** 

-0.167  
(-1.02) 

-0.884  
(-6.62)*** 

-1.052  
(-4)*** 

Notes: All variables are used as logarithms (i.e. are given in low letters). The bias corrected t-statistics of the 
coefficients are reported in parenthesis. * (**) [***] denotes that the coefficient is significantly different from 
zero at a 10% (5%) [1%] level. All equations include unreported, state-specific constants and a trend. 
 

Table C.5.2: Dynamic OLS by Stock and Watson (1993) with lag(1) and lead (1) of first differences; 
ratio on inequality 
Annual data for 50 states plus DC from 1997-2011. 

 top10 top1 poverty 
(wL+lL)-(w+l)    
    L(0) 0.154 0.096 0.296 
 (5.41)*** (1.53) (3.17)*** 
    L(1) 0.141 0.036 0.335 
 (4.71)*** (0.54) (3.51)*** 
lL-l    
    L(0) 0.15 0.135 0.18 
 (6.15)*** (2.49)*** (2.24)** 
    L(1) 0.135 0.066 0.204 
 (5.27)*** (1.17) (2.49)*** 
wL-w    
    L(0) -0.293 -0.316 0.21 
 (-3.67)*** (-1.77)* (0.81) 
    L(1) -0.288 -0.264 0.175 
 (-3.45)*** (-1.43) (0.66) 
Notes: All variables are used as logarithms (i.e. are given in low letters). The bias corrected t-statistics of the 
coefficients are reported in parenthesis. * (**) [***] denotes that the coefficient is significantly different from 
zero at a 10% (5%) [1%] level. All equations include unreported, state-specific constants and a trend. 
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Table C.5.3: Dynamic OLS by Stock and Watson (1993) with lag(1) and lead (1) of first differences; 
economy on ratio 
Annual data for 50 states plus DC from 1997-2011. 

 top10 top1 poverty 
(w+l)-y    
    L(0) 0.083 0.015 -0.627 
 (3.03)*** (0.25) (-7.23)*** 
    L(1) 0.065 -0.062 -0.579 
 (2.25)*** (-1.01) (-6.45)*** 
y-l    
    L(0) 0.25 0.251 -0.101 
 (13.98)*** (5.88)*** (-1.55) 
    L(1) 0.254 0.247 -0.123 
 (13.43)*** (5.46)*** (-1.83)* 
y    
    L(0) 0.035 0.038 0.029 
 (12.34)*** (5.70)*** (2.83)*** 
    L(1) 0.037 0.042 0.029 
 (12.91)*** (6.55)*** (2.77)*** 
w    
    L(0) 0.271 0.22 -0.394 
 (16.51)*** (5.17)*** (-6.42)*** 
    L(1) 0.264 0.182 -0.387 
 (15.59)*** (4.17)*** (6.09)*** 
l-p    
    L(0) 0.195 0.263 -0.596 
 (8.78)*** (5.42)*** (-8.28)*** 
    L(1) 0.184 0.188 -0.59 
 (7.86)*** (3.86)*** (-7.96)*** 
w+l-p    
    L(0) 0.155 0.153 -0.309 
 (15)*** (6.2)*** (-8.31)*** 
    L(1) 0.151 0.122 -3.05 
 (14.01)*** (4.95)*** (-7.97)*** 
Notes: All variables are used as logarithms (i.e. are given in low letters). The bias corrected t-statistics of the 
coefficients are reported in parenthesis. * (**) [***] denotes that the coefficient is significantly different from 
zero at a 10% (5%) [1%] level. All equations include unreported, state-specific constants and a trend. 
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C.6: Weak Exogeneity Test Results 

Table C.6.1: Weak Exogeneity in Cointegrated Panels by Moral-Benito and Servin (2014); ratio on 
economy 
Annual data for 50 states plus DC from 1997-2011. 

 (w+l)-y y-l y w l-p w+l-p 
wL+lL)-(w+l) 0.944 0.361 0.324 0.285 0.602 0.213 
 (0.32) (0.5) (0.52) (0.53) (0.42) (0.55) 
lL-l -0.758 -1.019 -1.025 -1.055 -0.879 -1.096 
 (0.88) (0.94) (0.94) (0.94) (0.91) (0.95) 
wL-w -2.343 -2.361 -2.353 -2.364 -2.435 -2.367 
 (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
Notes: All variables are used as logarithms (i.e. are given in low letters). The null hypothesis is weak exoge-
neity of the cointegrated panel (i.e. of all US-states) by Moral-Benito and Servin (2014). The p-values are 
given in parenthesis. 
 

Table C.6.2: Weak Exogeneity in Cointegrated Panels by Moral-Benito and Servin (2014); ratio on 
inequality 
Annual data for 50 states plus DC from 1997-2011. 

 top10 top1 poverty 
wL+lL)-(w+l) 0.448 0.497 0.492 
 (0.47) (0.46) (0.46) 
lL-l -0.957 -0.952 -0.927
 (0.93) (0.93) (0.93) 
wL-w -2.306 -2.313 -2.335 
 (1) (1) (1) 
Notes: All variables are used as logarithms (i.e. are given in low letters). The null hypothesis is weak exoge-
neity of the cointegrated panel (i.e. of all US-states) by Moral-Benito and Servin (2014). The p-values are 
given in parenthesis. 
 

Table C.6.3: Weak Exogeneity in Cointegrated Panels by Moral-Benito and Servin (2014); economy on 
inequality 
Annual data for 50 states plus DC from 1997-2011. 

 top10 top1 poverty 
(w+l)-y -2.112 -2.113 -2.146 
 (1) (1) (1) 
y-l -0.102 -0.05 -0.4 
 (0.67) (0.65) (0.78)
y 2.612 2.555 2.723 
 (0.07) (0.08) (0.06) 
w -1.051 -1.058 -0.977 
 (0.943) (0.94) (0.93) 
l-p -1.964 -1.983 -1.949 
 (1) (1) (1) 
w+l-p 0.883 0.83 0.925 
 0.34) (0.35) (0.33) 
Notes: All variables are used as logarithms (i.e. are given in low letters). The null hypothesis is weak exoge-
neity of the cointegrated panel (i.e. of all US-states) by Moral-Benito and Servin (2014). The p-values are 
given in parenthesis. 
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C.7: Additional Results of Cointegration and Dynamic OLS 

Table C.7.1: Panel cointegration tests by Westerlund (2007); economy vs. economy, lag(0) 
Annual data for 50 states plus DC from 1997-2011. 

 (w+l)-y y-l y w l-p w+l-p 
(w+l)-y       
    G  -/- -5.346 (0.04) 10.35 (0.98) -5.346 (0.03) 13.92 (1) 7.997 (0.96) 

    G  -/- 8.97 (0.32) 10.49 (0.97) 7.506 (0) 10.84 (0.3) 10.12 (0.96) 

    P  -/- 0.962 (0.01) 8.163 (0.76) -0.048 (0) 12.05 (0.12) 10.17 (0) 

    P  -/- 7.113 (0.28) 7.997 (0.86) 4.669 (0) 8.244 (0.19) 7.928 (0.97) 

y-l       
    G  -3.217 (0.06) -/- 7.312 (0.92) -3.216 (0.07) 5.076 (0.73) 1.409 (0.39) 

    G  10.06 (0.92) -/- 9.982 (0.97) 8.125 (0.11) 10.81 (0.98) 9.881 (0.74) 

    P  0.16 (0.05) -/- 7.911 (0.71) 1.272 (0.1) 10.45 (0.65) 4.696 (0.34) 

    P  7.457 (0.46) -/- 7.591 (0.58) 4.513 (0.02) 8.34 (0.59) 7.007 (0.46) 

y       
    G  2.379 (0.54) 3.364 (0.66) -/- 1.374 (0.39) 5.816 (0.81) -0.348 (0.2) 

    G  10.13 (0.99) 10.28 (0.98) -/- 9.687 (0.92) 9.66 (0.96) 8.002 (0.47) 

    P  4.882 (0.44) 6.385 (0.73) -/- 3.121 (0.27) 8.33 (0.68) 4.639 (0.28) 

    P  7.521 (0.88) 7.75 (0.89) -/- 6.9 (0.54) 7.637 (0.58) 6.259 (0.25) 

w       
    G  5.262 (0.83) 5.261 (0.82) 6.225 (0.88) -/- 5.988 (0.79) 5.988 (0.79) 

    G  9.047 (0.79) 9.988 (0.94) 10.05 (0.96) -/- 10.24 (0.93) 8.802 (0.54) 

    P  5.972 (0.68) 5.496 (0.61) 6.383 (0.64) -/- 9.081 (0.76) 8.003 (0.73) 

    P  7.004 (0.76) 7.365 (0.77) 7.331 (0.61) -/- 6.795 (0.38) 5.748 (0.15) 

l-p       
    G  -0.561 (0.28) 0.212 (0.33) 2.819 (0.55) -2.862 (0.13) -/- -2.862 (0.13) 

    G  9.227 (0.84) 9.588 (0.95) 10.17 (0.92) 8.367 (0.27) -/- 8.071 (0.29) 

    P  3.383 (0.35) 3.644 (0.38) 7.299 (0.8) -0.068 (0.1) -/- 0.158 (0.09) 

    P  6.56 (0.59) 7.134 (0.8) 8 (0.88) 5.356 (0.1) -/- 5.412 (0.12) 

w+l-p       
    G  5.841 (0.82) 3.429 (0.61) 6.895 (0.87) 5.735 (0.79) 5.735 (0.77) -/- 

    G  8.719 (0.92) 9.428 (0.93) 10.22 (0.94) 8.726 (0.42) 9.122 (0.75) -/- 

    P  6.213 (0) 5.386 (0.57) 10.82 (0.98) 6.112 (0.53) 4.974 (0.48) -/- 

    P  6.244 (0.89) 7.214 (0.82) 7.959 (0.89) 5.914 (0.15) 6.633 (0.37) -/- 
Notes: All variables are used as logarithms (i.e. are given in low letters). Westerlund (2007) presents four 
different panel cointegration tests with a null hypothesis of no cointegration. While G  and G  test the al-
ternative hypothesis of least one unit is cointegrated (i.e. group mean tests), P  and P  test if the panel is 
cointegrated as a whole (i.e. panel mean tests). Short run dynamics are restricted to one lag and one lead. The 
“kernel with” is chosen according to the formula of 4(T/100)^2/9 and therefore to 3. All tests are implemented 
pairwise with a constant and a trend in the test regression. The robust p-values are given in parenthesis and are 
based on a bootstrapped distribution using 800 bootstrap replications in order to deal with cross-sectional 
dependencies.  
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Table C.7.2: Panel cointegration tests by Westerlund (2007); ratio vs. ratio, lag(0) 
Annual data for 50 states plus DC from 1997-2011. 

 (wL+lL)-(w+l) lL-l wL-w 
(wL+lL)-(w+l)    
    G  -/- -5.094 (0.05) -5.097 (0.05) 

    G  -/- 6.062 (0.02) 8.223 (0.25) 

    P  -/- 3.106 (0.33) 3.644 (0.32) 

    P  -/- 3.587 (0.02) 6.3 (0.35) 

lL-l    
    G  -3.901 (0.07) -/- -3.9 (0.08) 

    G  6.963 (0.08) -/- 8.149 (0.45) 

    P  0.371 (0.08) -/- 2.176 (0.18) 

    P  3.776 (0.02) -/- 5.507 (0.26) 

wL-w    
    G  1.596 (0.4) 1.598 (0.4) -/- 

    G  9.335 (0.74) 9.45 (0.75) -/-

    P  4.697 (0.5) 4.826 (0.47) -/-

    P  6.887 (0.51) 6.971 (0.5) -/-

Notes: All variables are used as logarithms (i.e. are given in low letters). Westerlund (2007) presents four 
different panel cointegration tests with a null hypothesis of no cointegration. While G  and G  test the al-
ternative hypothesis of least one unit is cointegrated (i.e. group mean tests), P  and P  test if the panel is 
cointegrated as a whole (i.e. panel mean tests). Short run dynamics are restricted to one lag and one lead. The 
“kernel with” is chosen according to the formula of 4(T/100)^2/9 and therefore to 3. All tests are implemented 
pairwise with a constant and a trend in the test regression. The robust p-values are given in parenthesis and are 
based on a bootstrapped distribution using 800 bootstrap replications in order to deal with cross-sectional 
dependencies.  
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Table C.7.3: Panel cointegration tests by Westerlund (2007); inequality vs. inequality 
Annual data for 50 states plus DC from 1997-2011. 

 top10 top1 poverty 
top10    

    G   11.379 (0.02) -0.657 (0.3) 

    G   11.830 (0) 7.23 (0.95) 

    P   15.883 (0) 3.283 (0) 

    P   9.844 (0) 5.759 (0.93) 

top1    

    G  -1.125 (0.01)  -3.718 (0.08) 

    G  10.012 (0.02)  8.102 (0.89) 

    P  5.391 (0)  1.717 (0.02) 

    P  7.871 (0)  5.853 (0.76) 

poverty    

    G  -0.939 (0.17) 7.475 (0.62)  

    G  8.385 (0.11) 8.841 (0)  

    P  -0.956 (0.04) 7.059 (0.01)  

    P  5.308 (0.04) 6.01 (0.01)  

Notes: All variables are used as logarithms (i.e. are given in low letters). Westerlund (2007) presents four 
different panel cointegration tests with a null hypothesis of no cointegration. While G  and G  test the al-
ternative hypothesis of least one unit is cointegrated (i.e. group mean tests), P  and P  test if the panel is 
cointegrated as a whole (i.e. panel mean tests). Short run dynamics are restricted to one lag and one lead. The 
“kernel with” is chosen according to the formula of 4(T/100)^2/9 and therefore to 3. All tests are implemented 
pairwise with a constant and a trend in the test regression. The robust p-values are given in parenthesis and are 
based on a bootstrapped distribution using 800 bootstrap replications in order to deal with cross-sectional 
dependencies.  
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Table C.7.4: Dynamic OLS by Stock and Watson (1993) with lag(1) and lead (1) of first differences; 

economy vs. economy 

Annual data for 50 states plus DC from 1997-2011. 
 (w+l)-y y-l y w l-p w+l-p 

(w+l)-y       
    L(0) -/- -0.442 5.17 0.558 0.377 0.935 
  (-8.63)*** (18.09)*** (10.9)*** (8.5)*** (11.36)*** 
    L(1) -/- -0.447 5.16 0.553 0.354 0.907 
   (-8.35)*** (17.37)*** (10.34)*** (7.66)*** (10.54)*** 
y-l       
    L(0) -0.224 -/- 0.682 0.776 0.294 1.07 
 (-8.36)***  (2.71)*** (28.95)*** (9.2)*** (21.20)*** 
    L(1) -0.216 -/- 0.708 0.784 0.305 1.09 
 (-7.72)***   (2.69)*** (28.08)*** (9.23)*** (20.87)*** 
y       
    L(0) 0.06 0.021 -/- 0.081 0.01 0.09 
 (17.27)*** (3.59)***  (14.98)*** (1.91)* (9.58)*** 
    L(1) 0.06 0.022 -/- 0.082 0.011 0.092 
 (16.52)*** (3.56)*** (14.49)*** (1.99)** 9.39*** 
w       
    L(0) 0.275 0.725 3.168 -/- 0.461 1.461 
 (10.97)*** (28.88)*** (14.93)***   (16.67)*** (52.85)*** 
    L(1) 0.28 0.72 3.188 -/- 0.452 1.452 
 (10.53)*** (27.12)*** (14.52)*** (15.88)*** (51.04)***
l-p    
    L(0) 0.271 0.395 0.612 0.667 -/- 1.667 
 (8.79)*** (9.27)*** (2.11)** (17.06)***   (42.66)*** 
    L(1) 0.287 0.393 0.711 0.68 -/- 1.68 
 (8.75)*** (8.66)*** (2.35)** (16.68)***   (41.19)*** 
w+l-p       
    L(0) 0.176 0.382  1.363 0.558 0.442 -/- 
 (11.59)*** (21.32)*** (9.68)*** (53.2)*** (42.07)***   
    L(1) 0.182 0.381 1.406 0.563 0.437 -/- 
 (11.23)*** (19.96)*** (9.65)*** (52.3)*** (40.57)***   
Notes: All variables are used as logarithms (i.e. are given in low letters). The bias corrected t-statistics of the 
coefficients are reported in parenthesis. * (**) [***] denotes that the coefficient is significantly different from 
zero at a 10% (5%) [1%] level. All equations include unreported, state-specific constants and a trend. 
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Table C.7.5: Dynamic OLS by Stock and Watson (1993) with lag(1) and lead (1) of first differences; 
ratio vs. ratio 
Annual data for 50 states plus DC from 1997-2011. 

 (wL+lL)-(w+l) lL-l wL-w 
(wL+lL)-(w+l)    
    L(0) -/- 1.135 -0.135 
  (83.45)*** (-9.94)*** 
    L(1) -/- 1.124 -0.124 
   (80.91)*** (-8.95)*** 
lL-l    
    L(0) 0.809 -/- -0.191 
 (81.4)***  (-19.17)*** 
    L(1) 0.812 -/- -0.188 
 (80.39)***   (-18.63)*** 
wL-w    
    L(0) -0.965 -1.965 -/-
 (-9.63)*** (-19.61)***  
    L(1) -0.97 -1.97 -/- 
 (-9.47)*** (-19.24)***   
Notes: All variables are used as logarithms (i.e. are given in low letters). The bias corrected t-statistics of the 
coefficients are reported in parenthesis. * (**) [***] denotes that the coefficient is significantly different from 
zero at a 10% (5%) [1%] level. All equations include unreported, state-specific constants and a trend. 
 

Table C.7.6: Dynamic OLS by Stock and Watson (1993) with lag(1) and lead (1) of first differences; 
inequality vs. inequality 
Annual data for 50 states plus DC from 1997-2011. 

 top10 top1 poverty 
top10    
    L(0) -/- 1.608 0.211 
  (29.74)*** (1.64)* 
    L(1) -/- 1.459 0.15 
   (27.55)*** (1.12) 
top1    
    L(0) 0.396 -/- 0.01 
 (31.64)***  (0.15) 
    L(1) 0.43 -/- 0 
 (33.35)*** (0)
poverty    
    L(0) 0.021 -0.001 -/- 
 (1.68)* (-0.02)  
    L(1) 0.031 0.032 -/- 
 (2.36)** (1.11)   
Notes: All variables are used as logarithms (i.e. are given in low letters). The bias corrected t-statistics of the 
coefficients are reported in parenthesis. * (**) [***] denotes that the coefficient is significantly different from 
zero at a 10% (5%) [1%] level. All equations include unreported, state-specific constants and a trend. 
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Table C.7.7: Weak Exogeneity in Cointegrated Panels by Moral-Benito and Servin (2014); economy vs. 
economy 
Annual data for 50 states plus DC from 1997-2011. 

 (w+l)-y y-l y w l-p w+l-p 
(w+l)-y -/- -2.109 -2.121 -2.125 -2.105 -2.113 
  (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
y-l -0.14 -/- -0.12 -0.1 -0.138 -0.123 
 (0.68)  (0.68) (0.67) (0.68) (0.68) 
y 2.679 2.589 -/- 2.672 2.686 2.681 
 (0.07) (0.07)  (0.07) (0.07) (0.07) 
w -0.92 -1.002 -1.073 -/- -0.986 -1.037 
 (0.92) (0.93) (0.95)  (0.93) (0.94) 
l-p -1.937 -1.933 -1.955 -1.939 -/- -1.99 
 (1) (1) (1) (1)  (1) 
w+l-p 1.063 1.085 0.94 1.015 1.012 -/- 
 (0.29) (0.29) (0.33) (0.3) (0.31)  
Notes: All variables are used as logarithms (i.e. are given in low letters). The null hypothesis is weak exoge-
neity of the cointegrated panel (i.e. of all US-states) by Moral-Benito and Servin (2014). The p-values are 
given in parenthesis. 
 

Table C.7.8: Weak Exogeneity in Cointegrated Panels by Moral-Benito and Servin (2014); ratio vs. 
ratio  
Annual data for 50 states plus DC from 1997-2011. 

 wL+lL)-(w+l) lL-l wL-w 
wL+lL)-(w+l) -/- 0.349 0.05 
  (0.51) (0.61) 
lL-l -0.561 -/- -1.01 
 (0.83)  (0.94) 
wL-w -2.251 -2.431 -/- 
 (1) (1)  
Notes: All variables are used as logarithms (i.e. are given in low letters). The null hypothesis is weak exoge-
neity of the cointegrated panel (i.e. of all US-states) by Moral-Benito and Servin (2014). The p-values are 
given in parenthesis. 
 

Table C.7.9: Weak Exogeneity in Cointegrated Panels by Moral-Benito and Servin (2014); inequality 
vs. inequality  
Annual data for 50 states plus DC from 1997-2011. 

 top10 top1 poverty 
top10 -/- -2.697 -2.652 
  (1) (1) 
top1 -2.611 -/- -2.598 
 (1)  (1) 
poverty -2.331 -2.232 -/-
 (1) (1)  
Notes: All variables are used as logarithms (i.e. are given in low letters). The null hypothesis is weak exoge-
neity of the cointegrated panel (i.e. of all US-states) by Moral-Benito and Servin (2014). The p-values are 
given in parenthesis. 
 


